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ABSTRACT
Child Support Awards in Utah:
The Effect of
Legislative Child Support Guideline Adoption
on Child Support Orders
in Three Utah Counties
by
Kay

w.

Hansen, Master of Science

Utah State University, 1991
Major Professor:
Barbara R. Rowe
Department: Horne Economics and Consumer Eduction
The purpose of this study was to evaluate child support
orders made after legislative adoption of child support
guidelines by comparing them to child support orders made
prior to uniform guideline adoption to determine if child
support orders had increased, decreased, or remained the
same; to determine if child support orders were adequately
covering the cost of raising children; to determine if child
support guidelines had resulted in similar treatment of
comparable cases; to determine if judges/hearing officers
were deviating from the guidelines; and to determine the
reasons for deviation.
There was no statistically significant difference found
between the mean child support order made under the
legislative guidelines and the mean child support order made

vii
prior to standardized guideline adoption.

When the mean

child support order made under the uniform guidelines was
compared to the 1990 poverty standard, no statistically
significant difference was found.

However, the mean child

support orde r under the legislative guidelines was found to
be significantly less than both the 1990 USDA estimate of
the cost of rearing children and Espenshade's (1984) updated
estimate of expenditures on children.
No significant difference was found between the rate of
compliance/noncompliance with the guidelines by judicial
district.

However, a statistically significant difference

was found to ex ist between counties.

Results indicate that

there is still a great deal of variation in the amount of
child support being ordered under standardized child support
guidelines.

(118 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In Utah and nationally child support issues have
emerged as a central public policy concern (Billings, 1989).
Significant increases in divorce, desertion, and out-ofwedlock births have left growing numbers of children in
single-parent households (Billings, 1989; Katz, 1985;
Williams, 1988).

At present, the majority of single-parent

families are headed by women and these families make up a
disproportionately large share of families living at or
below the poverty level (Beller & Chung, 1988; Weathers,
1986; u.s. Bureau of the Census, 1987b; U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1988).
If recent trends continue, six out of every ten
children born today will spend some time living in a singleparent family (Beller & Chung, 1988).

In 1986, 54% of all

related children under the age of 18 living in a femaleheaded household were below the poverty line--five times the
poverty rate of children from all other families (U.S.
Bureau of the Census, 1988).

The poverty rate for children

born out of wedlock was even larger.

In the United states,

it has been estimated that over 70% of children born out of
wedlock lived in poverty in 1983 (U.S. House of
Representatives, 1985).
During the mid-1980s, approximately one-quarter of all
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children under the age of 18 were living in single-parent
households.

Of th es e 14 million children, approximately 9

million were not receiving child support.

Even when child

support had initially been ordered and paid, support
payments were often of short duration (Katz, 1985).
Congress formally acknowledged problems with the
existing case-by-case system of determining child support by
passing the Child Support Enforcement Amendments of 1984.
This legislation mandated that all states develop and adopt
numeric child support guidelines by October 1, 1987 (P.L.
98-378).

The mandate for establishing child support

guidelines was influenced by two major concerns.
child support levels were too low.

First,

Consequently, many

children and custodial parents were forced into poverty or
suffered seriously reduced standards of living, while the
non-custodial parents experienced improved standards of
living.

Second, child support orders were viewed as unfair

because cases with similar fact situations were often
treated dissimilarly (Dodson, 1988).
Prior to passing the 1984 amendments, Congress reviewed
research that verified the economic plight of divorced women
and the children in their custody.

Congress was not,

however, as concerned with the well-being of women and their
dependent children as with escalating increases in welfare
payments.

It was believed that state-wide guideline

implementation would result in higher child support awards
and that this would ultimately reduce the number of people
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receiving welfare.

As an incentive to timely guideline

adoption, states without guidelines in place by October 1987
would have th eir fede ral matching funds for Aid to Families
with Dependent Children {AFDC) withdrawn (Horowitz, 1985).
More than 41% of Utah female-headed familes with
children under age 18 were poor in 1984.

If these female-

headed families had preschoolers, the poverty rate increased
to 54.5 % (Weathers, 1986).

Welfare costs for these

families, coupled with the federal threat to withhold
matching funds for AFDC prompted the state to comply with
the 1984 mandate by drafting and implementing child support
guidelines (Billings, 1989 ).
since October 1987, three different sets of child
support guid e lines have been implemented in Utah.

The

transition from one set of guidelines to the next has
presented a challenge for attorneys, judges, and court
commissioners handling divorce cases within the state.

As

one appellate judge noted, "Changing the law is a slow and
sometimes painful process.

Change never comes without

compromise and usually is implemented gradually" (Billings,
1989, p. 160).
On July 1, 1989, Utah's present set of child support
guidelines was unanimously adopted by the state legislature
(Billings, 1989).

Child support guidelines have the

potential to help reverse the increasing poverty among women
and children, but only if they result in child support
orders that are set at fair and adequate levels (Goldfarb,
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1 98 7b) .

Th ere are c urrently no data available regarding the

impact o f these guide lines on child support orders within
t he sta t e.

Thu s, wi th the recent implementation of

s t andar di zed g u idel i nes, Utah becomes an ideal environment
f o r the coll ection and analysis of objective data regarding
t h e amounts of child support currently being ordered and the
e qu i ty of those ord e rs.
Need For the Study
Nationwide child support awards have been found to be
deficient when compared to both poverty standards and to the
actual cost of rai s ing children (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
19 87a; "Updated Estimates , " 1986; Williams, 1987b).

At the

present time the r e is no e v idence to indicate that the
experiences of Utah' s children are different from those of
children reported in national studies.
In Februa r y of 1989, c hild support guidelines were
enacted by the Utah State Legislature with an effective date
of July 1, 1989 (HB 2 03, 1989).

At present, little is known

about the adequacy and equity of support orders established
by these guidelines.

Do these guidelines provide for

adequate support of the children they were intended to help?
Do they result in uniform child support awards within the
state?

Without evaluative information, any needed

adjustment or correction cannot be determined.
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Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study was to evaluate child support
orders from three Utah counties made after legislative
guideline adoption by comparing them to child support orders
made prior to the adoption of standardized guidelines to
determine the effect of these guidelines on the amount of
child support currently being ordered; to determine if
legislative child support award amounts were adequately
covering the cost of raising children;

to determine if

legislative child support guidelines had resulted in similar
treatment of comparable cases;

to determine if judges or

hearing officers were deviating from the guidelines; and to
determine the reasons for deviation.
The findings from this study are important because
child support guidelines affect the economic well being of
parents and their children, welfare recipient rates, and the
taxpayers who subsidize welfare cases.

A study focusing on

child support orders in the state should provide information
that will assist oversight committees, legislators,
administrative agencies, family policy specialists, divorce
mediators, attorneys, and judges evaluating the
effectiveness of support guidelines in fulfilling their
intended policy objectives.

This information can then be

used to monitor the law and make changes as necessary.
Weitzman (1985, p. 401) notes, "the law requires a
continuous process of correction and refinement."

As
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Objectives of the Study
The ob jecti ve s of this study were:
1.

To comp are the amount of child support ordered

prior to adoption of standardized guidelines to the amount
of child support ordered following the adoption of
legislative guidelines in order to determine if child
support award amounts have increased, decreased, or stayed
the same.
2.

To determine whether the amount of child support

ordered was ad e quate when compared to these three measures:
a) the 1990 poverty-level income for the number of children
requiring support and not including the custodial parent; b)
the U.S. Department of Agriculture 1990 Costs of Raising
Children at low cost level (using Overall U.S. figures); and
c) estimates of parental expenditures on children in twochild families at moderate socioeconomic status levels set
by Espenshade (1984), adjusted to 1990 dollars.
3.

To determine whether or not there has been

equitable application of the legislative child support
guidelines.
4.

To identify the extent of any deviation from the

guidelines.
5.

To determine why judges or hearings officers may

be deviating from the guidelines.
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De limitations of the Study
1.

The study was limited to the investigation of
child support orders contained in the divorce
decrees of those couples whose divorce occurred
after 10 or more years of marriage .

The 10-year

criterion was selected because couples with longer
marriage durations were more likely to have
children and thus income allocated toward child
support.

Additionally, the criterion narrowed the

scope of the study to a more reasonable size and
allowed for a more accurate comparison to a
previous study of child support orders in Utah.
2.

Th e study was limited to those couples who filed
for divorce subsequent to mandatory statewide
adoption of the legislative child support
guidelines and whose final divorce decrees were
granted between December 1, 1989 and May 31, 1990.

3.

The study was restricted to couples granted
divorces in three urban Utah counties.

Findings

can be generalized only to this group.
Limitations of the Study
1.

The precision of the study was limited to the
accuracy of the information available in the
di v orce decrees of the selected cases .
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Definitions of Terms
1.

Poverty guideline:

The annual income necessary

for a family to meet its basic needs as estimated
by the U.S. Dept. of Health and Human Services.
This standard takes into account differences in
family size, sex, and ages of family members.
2.

Adequacy:

For the purposes of this study adequacy

of child support orders was measured using three
different standards:

1) child support award

amounts were considered adequate when the amount
of the legislative child support order was equal
to or exceeded the 1990 poverty guideline for the
number of children being supported; 2) when the
legislative child support award amount per child
per month was the same as or exceeded the u.s.
Dept. of Agriculture's 1990 estimates of raising a
child at the low cost level; and 3) when the child
support award amount per child per month was the
same as or exceeded the parental expenditures on
children estimated by Espenshade (1984) in
Investing in Children and updated to 1990 dollars.
3.

Tabled values:

Numeric child support award

amounts contained in the tables developed by
Utah's Office of Recovery Services for use with
the state's child support guidelines (Appendix C).
4.

Equitable:

Child support award amounts were

9

considered e quita ble when judges, administrative
officers, a nd domestic court commissioners awarded
th e same amounts of child support given similar
f act s i t uat ions (ie. combined family income,
numbe r o f c hildre n) .
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The focus of this study was the relationship between
the adoption of uniform child support guidelines and the
adequacy and equity of child support orders in Utah.

This

chapter reviews the research that relates to the poverty
experienced by women and their dependent children as the
result of divorce or non-marital situation, the evolution of
child support laws, the development of models for
calculating child support, and the history of child support
guidelines in Utah.
Impoverization of Women and Children
In the late seventies, sociologist Diana Pearce coined
the phrase, "feminization of poverty."

Pearce was one of

the first to pinpoint the significant link between poverty
and divorce for women (Pearce, 1978).

Although this phrase

characterized the economic plight of women who entered
poverty via divorce, it did not adequately describe the
ever-increasing number of children in the United States who
entered poverty as a result of the dissolution of their
parents' marriages.

A more apt description of this

situation was later offered by Smith, author of the book
Determining Child Support and Alimony, when she suggested
that the "the impoverishment of women and children "

most

accurately described this phenomenon (Smith, 1988, p. 32).
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Findings from ma ny local, state, and national studies
have begun to document post-divorce economics and broaden
unders tanding of the ways in which divorce contributes to
this impoverishment.

Insufficient or non-existent spousal

support, deficient or non-existent child support awards,
inadequate enforcement of support awards, limited fields of
paid employment for women, disparity in earnings between men
and women, the availability and affordability of child care,
inflation, and the increased cost of raising children as
they grow are some of the factors which contribute to the
disparities between male- and female-headed households
(Brunch & Wikler, 1985 ; Burkhauser & Duncan, 1988; Langston,
1989; Williams, 1988).
The Dimensions of Child Support
Non-establishment
of Child Support Orders
A largely unrecognized problem in the area of child
support is that many potentially eligible custodial mothers
have no child support order (Williams, 1988).

In 1985, 40%

of custodial mothers (3.4 million) had no order for child
support.

Of those women without orders, nearly half (1 . 67

million) reported they wanted awards but were not able to
obtain them.

Over one-third (1.3 million) reported that

they did not want child support orders, while the remainder
reported that awards were either pending or other
arrangements (property settlement or joint custody) had been
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made (U . S. Bure au of th e Census, 1987a).
Add i t ional analysis of Census Bureau data reveals that
the lack o f awa rds wa s particularly problematic in cases
inv olv ing out-of - wedlock births.

Eighty-two percent of

d ivorced c u s tod i al p a rents were reported to have had child
sup port ord e r s , wh i le only 18% of nev er-married custodial
p a rents had orders (U. S . Bureau of the Census, 1987a).
These numbers demonstrate the need for ordering child
support in cases wh e re paternity establishment is also at
i ssue (Willi a ms , 1 9 8 8 ).
Ina d e quate Leve ls
of Child Suppo rt Orde rs
Recent studies indicate that child support orders are
inadequa te wh en compa r ed to estimates of the cost of raising
children .

In 1985, the average court-ordered obligation was

$2,393 per year, or $199 per month.

On average this

obligation cov er e d 1 .82 children (U.S. Bureau of the Census,
1987a).

In that same year, the poverty standard for 1.82

children wa s $273 . 00 p e r month .

Thus the average monthly

child support order of $199 was based on approx imately two
children, yet it did not provide enough money for a
custodial pare nt to r a ise one child at the poverty standard
(Williams, 19 8 7b).
Using a different measure, similar conclusions about
the inadequ a c y of ch i ld support orders can be made.

The

U.S. Dept. of Agriculture (USDA) estimated the monthly cost
of raising one urban child at moderate cost level was
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$443 . 60 in 1985 ( " Updated Estimates," 1986).

When the

average court-ordered obligation of $110.56 per child per
month is compared with the USDA estimate it becomes evident
that child support orders provided only one-quarter of the
expenditures for children in middle-income households.
The amount of child support a non-custodial parent is
expected to pay depends on both income and the norms
regarding the percentage of parental income that should go
toward the support of a child.

In a recent study, Garfinkel

and Oellerich {1989) combined these two factors to determine
whether or not noncustodial fathers could afford to pay more
child support.

The researchers analyzed income levels of

non-custodial fathers to examine how much child support
fatners could be e x pected to pay under three widely varying
state standards for awards.

The three state standards

evaluated were Wisconsin, Colorado, and Delaware.

They

reported that even under Delaware's low standard of support
noncustodial fathers could afford to pay roughly two and
one-half times the amount they were legally obligated to pay
and more than three times what they were actually paying
(Garfinkel & Oellerich, 1989).
The Adequacy Gap
Census Bureau statistics do not illustrate the entire
shortfall in court-ordered child support relative to
estimates of child-rearing expenses (Rowe, 1989b).

The 1985

Census Bureau data on child support were for those orders in
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effect in 198 5 a nd s o include orders set 10 or 15 years
earlier as we ll a s n e wly established orders.
two parts to the ad e quacy gap.
initial orders.

Thus there are

The first part is inadequate

The second part is the lack of systematic

procedures for upd a ting child support orders.

The value of

child support orders diminishes with inflation and the
increasing costs of raising older children.

Average

expenditures on teenage children are approximately 25%
higher than expenditures for younger children (Eden, 1979;
Williams, 1987a; Williams, 1988).
out-of-date orders can be inadequate even if they were
originally established according to a reasonable standard.
Child support orders are seldom revised upward because the
only way of addressing the negative consequences of
inflation and the increasing costs for older children is
through a motion to modify the existing support order.

In

most states a modification is only granted after the
custodial parent petitions the court for modification and
proves that a modification is justified.

The legal barriers

to modification, coupled with the expense of retaining
attorneys and the time it takes to deal with the court
process, present deterrents to obtaining needed updates of
orders (Williams, 1988).

The lack of routine modification

significantly contributes to the inadequacy of awards and
means that over time custodial parents are assuming a
disproportionate share of the costs of raising their
children (Billings, 1989).
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Ch ild Support Receipt Ra t es
Th e dilemma that inadequate child support orders
pre sent is compounded by low compliance.

In 1985, of the

4.4 mill ion women who received a child support order , less
than h a l f

( 48% ) r ece i v ed the full amount due, 26% received

only partia l payment , and 26 % received no payment at all
(U.S. Bure a u o f the Ce nsus, 1987a).
Low comp liance levels reflect on the lack of
enforc e ment t oo ls tha t have been used in the past (Williams,
1988 ).

Of the mothe r s due child support payments in 1985 ,

the average a mount o f child support received was $137 per
month for 1. 82 childr en .

This includes those women who had

a child support order and received full, partial, or no
pay me.nt.

Had f ull payment b een made to all women with court

orders, the a verag e monthly payment would have been $199 per
month for 1. 82 c hildren (U . S. Bureau of the Census, 1987a).
Incons is tency of Awa rds
In addition to fo s tering inadequate child support
orders, the tra dit i onal case-by-case system of setting child
support has o f ten l ed to the imposition of markedly
different child support orders for similar cases (Dodson,
.1988).

This has been found to be the case even when

obligors hav e the same number of children and identical
income lev els.

For example, one study of cases in the

Denver District Court found that awards for one child ranged
from 6 % to 3 3% of obligor income, while awards for two
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children ranged from 5% to 40% of obligor income (Yee,
1979).

A

1985-86 study of rural Utah families paralleled

the Denver results.

Child support awards ranged from $50 to

$1200 per child, per month, with an average monthly award of
$167.50 (Rowe & Lown, 1990).

Results from both studies

indicated that there was no consistent pattern used for
setting child support.

Objective criteria, such as income,

did not completely explain the disparity of these awards
(Rowe & Lown, 1990; Yee, 1979). It has been suggested that
philosophical or value differences between judges and the
attitudes of attorneys and judges toward each other and
toward the non-custodial parent could best explain the lack
of uniformity of child support awards (Giampetro, 1986;
Melli, 1983; Yee, 1979).
Inherent in the case-by-case approach is the appearance
of inequity created by inconsistent orders.

This has

resulted in resentment and frustration for both obligors and
obligees. some researchers have concluded that non-custodial
parents' perception of inequitable treatment may have
contributed to low child support compliance rates in the
past (Billings, 1989; Williams, 1987b).
Consequences of
Inadequate Child Support Orders
Deficiencies in child support have been linked to the
trend of increased impoverishment of children.

In a recent

15-year period, the overall poverty rate in the United
States increased only 2%, yet the poverty rate of children
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increased by 52% (Williams, 19 88) .

It is presently

estimated that one in five children live in poverty, while
one in four (8 million of the nation's children) live below
125 % of poverty

(U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1987b).

The high poverty rate that children in this country
experience can be largely explained by the dramatic growth
in femal e-headed households (Williams, 1988) .

Female-headed

families with children under 18 are over-represented in the
poverty population.

In 1986, female-headed households

constituted 60% of all poor families, yet only one of every
six familie s was he aded by a woman.

The poverty rate for

families with a female householder, with related children
under the age of 18 a nd no husband present, was roughly six
times the poverty rate for married-couple families with
children under 18 year s of age, and three times that of
their counterpart male householder (U . S . Bureau of the
Census, 19 88 ).
Not only are female-headed families more likely to be
poor, they are more likely to remain in poverty.

Duncan

(1984, p. 32) found that those individuals who are
persistently poor, defined as poor for 8 or more years out
of 10, are "heavily concentrated into two overlapping
groups:

black households and female-headed households."

Children increase a household's need for income while
imposing child-care responsibilities which limit a single
parent's ability to work full time (Duncan, 1984).

As shown

in Table 1, lost employment opportunities coupled with the
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cost of rai sing children compounds the economic struggle of
femal e -headed households to the extent that each additional
child increases the ra te of poverty by approximately 14%
(U .S. Bureau of the Ce nsus, 1987b).
Table 1
Pove ry Rate by Number of Children

Families With Female Householder,
No Husband Present, With & Without
Related Childre n Under 18**

# Below

TOTAL

% of

Poverty TOTAL

No children

3,351,000

349,000

10.4

One child

3,357,000

1,142,000

34.0

Two children

2,319,000

1,101,000

47.5

Three children

885,000

566,000

64.0

Four children

332,000

273,000

82.3

Five children

202,000

181,000

89.8

Source:

U.S. Bureau of the Census (1987b).

Money Income And Poverty Status
** # in Thousands
Often, single-parent households who are unable to
support themselves must turn to government assistance
programs.

The most widely used program is Aid to Familes

with Dependent Children (AFDC) .

Approximately 90% of all

AFDC households are eligible because of inadequate child
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support, a circumstance which can be directly tied to the
absence of a parent due to divorce, desertion, or nonmarriage (Billings, 1989; Williams, 1988).
In almost half of all female-headed households with
children under 18, there are insufficient resources to
support its members even at minimum subsistence levels.

The

absence of child support orders, the inadequate levels of
existing orders, and the lack of enforcement of existing
orders all contribute to this social problem (U.S. Bureau of
the Census, 1987a; Williams, 1988).

Clearly, inadequate

child support is detrimental to children, their custodial
parents, and the taxpayers who attempt to make up the
difference (Billings, 1989).
Child Support Enforcement Amendments
Uniform Desertion
and NonSupport Act
As early as 1910, the federal government acknowledged
parents are legally bound to support their children to
majority or emancipation, regardless of emotional or
geographic separation.

The Uniform Desertion and Nonsupport

Act, drafted by the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,
made it a crime to "desert or fail to support a wife or
child in need".

The Act, however, did not provide for civil

remedies or interstate enforcement procedures.

Although 24

states adopted the Act, it provided little tangible relief
for custodial parents hoping to obtain support for their
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dependents (Ka t z , 1985; Elrod, 1984, p. 58).
Uniform Reciprocal
Enforcement of Support Act
By 1950, increasing divorce rates had left more
children in the custody of their mothers than ever before.
Post-war mobility allowed many fathers to avoid child
support enforcement by merely leaving the state.

In many

cases, custodial parents were then unable to locate the
obligor because of economic and logistical reasons.
Additionally, other states did not give full credence to
support decrees because they were considered "modifiable"
and were not viewed as "final" judgements (Elrod, 1984).
once again, the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws
moved to enact additional legislation.

The Uniform

Reciprocal Enforcement of Support Act (URESA) was drafted in
1950, and later adopted by all states except New York.
was amended in 1952 and 1958.

It

In 1968, URESA was rewritten

and retitled the "Revised Uniform Reciprocal Enforcement of
Support Act" (RURESA).

Both URESA and RURESA have provided

a procedural framework for intrastate and interstate child
support judgements, registration of existing judgements, and
criminal enforcement (Elrod, 1984).
Theoretically, under these laws, the civil judgement
procedure for child support judgement and collection should
have taken roughly ten weeks, been convenient, and free to
the obligor.

In reality, the procedure was often a lengthy

one which resulted it no orders or lower orders than would
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have been made under traditional case-by-case methods.
Additionally, pater nity was seldom established and
modific ations to exis ting orders were rarely obtained
(Elrod, 1984; Williams, 19 88 ).
Title IV-D of the
Social Secur ity Act
In 197 4, Congress enacted part D of Title-IV of the
Social Security Act (P.L . 93-647).

This represented another

attempt to deal with the growing national child support
problem by establishing a federal Office of Child Support
Enforc ement a nd mandating child support enforcement (CSE)
units in each state.

By placing federal, state, and local

governments in the business of child support design,
implementation, and e nforcement it was believed that the
burden of supporting needy children could be partially
transf e rred back to non-custodial parents.

Using inter-

governm ental collaboration absent parents would be found,
paternity would be established, child support set, and
collection enforced (Katz, 1985, Horowitz, 1985).
Subsequent to implementation of Title IV-D in 1974, the
judiciary had become actively involved in training programs
on child support enforcement on national and state levels.
During the following decade, courts handling domestic
relations were called upon to handle an increasing volume of
child support cases.
became the norm.

Crowded dockets and case backlogs

By 1984, roughly half of all custodial

parents did not have a child support order and annual
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default s on child support obligations exceeded $4 billion
(Horowitz, 1985).
Child Support
Enforcement Amendme nts of 1984
In 1984, the IV-D program was overhauled and the Child
Support Enforc ement Amendments of 1984 (CSEA) , were
unanimously passed and signed into law (P.L. 98-378).

In

spite of prio r Congressional and judiciary efforts, it had
become e v ident that additional legislation was needed in
order to:

1} address the issue of adequacy by narrowing

the deficiencies between child support award levels and the
costs of raising children; 2) improve the consistency of
award amounts for parties in similar economic circumstances;
and 3) increase the efficiency of courts by simplifying the
procedure for establishing orders (Katz, 1985; National
Center for State Courts, 1990) .
The 1984 Amendments required that each state develop
and adopt advisory child support guidelines.

Congress did

not stipulate any child support guideline model which states
had to follow when drafting guidelines, nor the manner in
which guidelines should be adopted (Dodson, 1988; Goldfarb,
1987a; Williams, 1987b).

Guidelines could be implemented by

administrative rule making, court rule, or legislation.
They were to be made available to all child support decision
makers:

judges, referees, attorneys, and child support

enforcement staff and apply equally to cases brought by the
state and by private attorneys (Dodson, 1988; Williams,
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1987b).

States were given the option of making their

respective guidelines completely mandatory, advisory only,
or presumpt ive, meaning a judge could not deviate from the
guidelines as given unless sjhe could demonstrate in writing
the reasons why applic ation of the guidelines in a specific
case would be inequitable or unjust (Rowe, 1989b) .
Und e r the 1984 mandate, states were to make child
support enforcement services available equally to welfare
and non-welf are families in cases of new orders or
modifications whe n the equivalent of one month's support
payment was in arrears.

Additionally, states were required

to utili ze proven enf orcement techniques for child support,
and to make a focused effort to improve inter-state child
supporL collection.

As an incentive, states had to meet

minimum federal standards of effectiveness and efficiency to
continue recei vi ng federal funds for state program
operations (Katz 1985; National Governors' Association,
1988}.
Many states were unable to comply with the 1984
amendments.

Lack of adequate staffing, a heavy paperwork

burden, and in ad equate automated systems for interstate and
intrastate enforcement activities contributed to the
compliance gap (National Governors' Association, 1988).
These shortfalls led to enactment of the Family Support Act
of 198 8 .
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Family Support Act of 19 88
The 1988 Family support Act ordered states to take an
even stronger role in child support guideline implementation
and enforcement.

The 1984 Amendments had required each

state to develop child support guidelines, which were to be
made available to administrative officials and judges, but
use was not ma ndatory.

Under the Family Support Act, judges

and administrative officials were required to use stateadopted guidelines unless they were rebutted by a written
finding.

Guidelin es had to be reviewed at least every four

years to ensure their appropriateness.
The Famil y Support Act also required states to provide
immediate in come withholding for all orders issued or
modified by
1990.

sta~e

enforceme nt agencies as of November 1,

All orders established or modified through private

attorneys will continue to be subject to the 30-day
"trigger" until 1994.

Then all new and modified orders will

be subject to withholding (National Governors' Association,
1988) .
Plans for automating statewide data processing systems
were to be submitted to the Dept. of Health and Human
Services by october 1, 1991 for approval.

Following

approval the system must be operational by October 1, 1995,
at which time

90% federal matching funds for system

planning, design, development, installation, and enhancement
ends.

Additionally, the Secretary of Labor must provide

access to wage and unemployment compensation information to
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assist in i nt ers t a te collection (National Governors'
Association , 1 98 8).
Child Support Guidelines
Prior to 1984, only a handful of states had numerical
guidelines for calculating child support awards.

In the

majority of states, courts had utilized a statutory listing
of factors (e.g . , the parties' standard of living, the
relative wealth and income of the parties, the needs of the
child, the obligor's ability to earn, the obligor's
previously existing support obligations, the obligee's
earning ability, and the ages of the parties) as a basis for
determining awards.

Because this method was so open to

person a l interpretation, it often led to inconsistent
treatment of similar cases by both judges and attorneys
(Rowe, 1989b).
In addition to deciding which child support model to
follow, the formulation of child support guidelines meant
that states have been called upon to consider many
interrelated factors.

Issues such as the economic treatment

of subsequent families, the appropriate treatment of lowincome families, minimum income levels/ maximum income caps,
child care expenses, medical expenses and insurance,
treatment of current and future educational costs,
nontraditional custody and visitation arrangements, and how
to modify current awards exemplify the obstacles faced by
both policymakers and the courts (National Center for State
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Courts , 19 90) .
A number of conceptual models have been employed for
the formulation of child support guidelines.

Following

implementation of the 1984 amendments five approaches were
cons idered.

These included Income Shares, Flat Percentage,

Cost Sharing, DelawarejMelson, and Income Equalization
(Rowe , 1989b).

Currently there are four models in use:

Income Shares, Delaware/Melson, Flat Percentage, and Varying
Percentage - a modification of the Flat Percentage method
(National Center for State Courts, 1990).
In any one state today, child support guidelines
represent an adapted/modified version of one or more of the
various models.

Therefore, child support guidelines can

vary widely from one state to the next .

This is true even

of states that have based their guidelines on the same
conceptual model(s) .

Because Congress left guideline

deve lopment up to each individual state, all adopted
guidelines represent either: 1) a revised version of one
particular model (e.g., modified Income Shares, modified
Flat Percentage, modified Cost Sharing), 2) a revised
version of two models (e.g., modified DelawarejMelson, which
merges Income Shares and Cost Sharing), or 3) a
"miscellaneous" version (e.g., a modified combination of a
variety of models) .
Income Shares
The most popular model for determining child support
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has

been the In come Shares Model.

This model resulted

from a feder a l ly funded study of child support guidelines
and was devel oped by Dr. Robert G. Williams under a contract
from the National Office of Child Support Enforcement.

It

has been distributed to all states and consequently has
become the most influential, widely used model of state
guideline d evelopers (Dodson, 1988).
The Income Shares approach was based on the premise
that both parents have a shared responsibility for the
economic support of their children.

Calculations were based

upon both the mother's and father's contribution to the
combined family income.

A specific proportion of parental

income was allocated to the child using national data which
~stimated

the a v erage amounts families spent on children

given household income and the numbers and ages of the
children (Walton, 1987).
Computation of child support using the Income Shares
Model involved three basic steps.

First, the income of both

parents was determined and combined.

Second, a basic child

support obligation was computed based on the combined
parental income and economic data on the proportion of
income spent on children.

(At this step extraordinary

medical expenses, work-related child care expenses, etc.,
could be added.)

Last, the child support obligation was

pro-rated between the obligee and obligor based on their
proportionate shares of the total income.

The obligor's

computed obligation was payable as child support; the
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obligee's computed obligation was retained with the
presumption that it would be spent directly on the child
(Williams, 1987b).
This model has been criticized because it employs some
economic calculations that have the effect of unduly
lower ing the amount of the child support obligation.

The

Income Shares formula was based on Robert Williams's
interpretations of the work of Thomas Espenshade (1984).
Espenshade analyzed the percentages of parental income spent
on children in intact, two-parent families reported in the
197 2-73 Consumer Expenditures Survey.

Inherent in the

Income Shares calculations was the assumption that childrearing expenditures for intact families decreased as a
result of the breakup of the household.

The focus on

expenses for children in two-parent households ignored the
fact that s h ares of spending on children are higher in
single-pare nt households (Brunch, 1987; Williams, 1987a).
As a result, any guideline which was based on Williams'
figures could result in major economic disparities between
the two parents' households.

This is especially true when

the custodial parent is the lower earner (Eden, 1987;
Goldfarb, 1 987 b) .
The Income Shares model has been criticized for
underestimating the true costs of raising children, because
it wa s based on the margi nal cost of raising children.

The

marginal cost of raising children is the amount by which the
exp e nses of two adults with children exceed the expenses of
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two adults without c hildren.

This approach places a lower

est imate on expenses for children than would be the case if
the family 's expense s were divided equally among the total
number of family members (Goldfarb, 1987c).
The Income Shares model has also been criticized
beca use it was based on obsolete data.

For example, food

spending patterns have changed substantially in recent
years.

While the percentage of total food consumed at home

has declined, the total percentage of food consumed away
from home has increased dramatically.

To the extent that

expenditures relative to one another have changed since
1972-73, any conclusions drawn from this out-of-date
information may have been so imprecise as to be completely
inappropriate for social policy today (Polikoff, 1987).
As of February 1, 1990, thirty-two states and the
territory of Guam had adopted guidelines based on the Income
Shares Model.

The legislative c hild support guidelines

which are currently used in Utah were based on Williams'
Income Shares Model (National Center for the Courts, 1990).
Flat Percentage
The Flat Percentage method was often referenced as the
"percentage of income standard".

With a Flat Percentage

guideline the amount of child support was set on the basis
of the obligor's gross income, the number of children to be
supported, and the ages of the children.

The most well-

known guideline of its type has been the Wisconsin Flat
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Percentage which set awards at a fixed percentage of the
gross income of the non-custodial parent:

17% for one

child, 25% for two children, 29% for three children, 31% for
four chi ldren, and 34% for five or more children (Goldfarb,
1987a; Williams, 1987a).

This was the simplest guideline

formula and the easiest to calculate (Munsterman, Grimm, &
Henderson, 1990).
With Flat Percentage, the child support obligation was
not adjusted for th e income of the custodial parent, but
assumed sjhe spent a corresponding portion of his or her
income direct ly on the child.

The method did not include a

parental self-support reserve, as did DelawarejMelson, nor
adjustment for factors such as the age of the child, child
care expenses, or extraordinary medical expenses.
Generally, thi s model also did not adjust for shared or
split physical custody, or for the presence of children
subsequently born to the obligor.

Wisconsin, though, did

recently revise its guidelines to adjust for varying custody
arrangements (Goldfarb, 1987a; Williams, 1987a).
Since the Flat Percentage model was based only on the
obligor's income, not on the incomes of both parties, it has
often been perceived as unfair by obligors.

It has resulted

in either higher or lower child support awards, depending on
the modifications made by any one particular state.

In the

Wisconsin form, the Flat Percentage method has resulted in
one of the highest numerical child support obligations to
date.

As such, it comes close to accomplishing a primary
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goal of th e 1984 fed eral mandate by providing adequate child
support awards to the children of divorce and non-marriages.
By contrast,

the Illinois Flat Percentage method has

resulted in one of the lowest child support obligations
(Child Support Awards, 1988).

As of February 1, 1990, nine

states had adopted this model (National Center for State
Courts, 1990).
Varying Percentage
The Varying Percentage of Income model was developed
under the same premise as the Flat Percentage Model--since
the custodial parent was already supporting the child the
child should also receive support from the non-custodial
parent.

Like the Flat Percentage Model, the child support

award was based on a percentage of the non-custodial
parent's income.

For the Varing Percentage, however, the

proportion of income fluctuated according to the income
level of the non-custodial parent.

As the income level of

the non-custodial parent increased, the child support
percentage base decreased. Therefore, Varying Percentage
guidelines generally resulted in a lower percentage of
income being ascribed to higher-income obligors.
By February 1, 1990, the Varying Percentage of Income
Model had been adopted by six states.

Additionally, the

District of Columbia and the territory of Puerto Rico had
adopted guidelines based on this model (National Center for
State Courts, 1990).
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Cost Sharing
The Cost Sharing approach was based on the assumption
that there are fixed and measurable costs associated with
raising a child .

Once this cost was determined it could be

apportioned between the parents (Walton, 1987).

Thus, the

Cost Sharing approach considered the incomes of both parents
and the needs of the child (Franks, 1981) .

The child

support obligation was computed as follows:
Child
Support
Payment

(Noncustodial Parent's Income)
X Child's
Noncustodial Parent's + Custodial Parent's Needs
Income
Income

There were a number of problems with this approach.
First, it required either judicial discretion or itemized
household leve l data on expenditures for children in order
to determine the child's needs.

Most parents had neither

the time, inclination, nor expertise needed to keep detailed
records of child-related costs.

Another problem with Cost

Sharing was that it had the potential to promote conflict
between parents over what constituted "necessary" and
"unnecessary" child-related expenditures.

In addition,

since Cost Sharing dictated that child support orders be set
on a case-by-case basis by a judge in a hearing where both
parents could present evidence, it was expensive in terms of
time and money.

Finally, it allowed for wide discrepancy in

the amounts a wa rded in similar cases, and gave the courts
enormous discretion in determining child support obligations
(Skyles & Zink, 1987.)
Initially, all but two states rejected this approach.
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The Oregon Supreme court was the first court to adopt this
formula (Smithy Smi th, 1981); and Pennsylvania the second
(Melzer y Witsberger , 1984).

By February of 1990, however,

Oregon and Pennsylvania had both switched to Income Sharing,
although the Virgin Islands had adopted a guideline based on
this model (National Center for State Courts, 1990).
Delaware/Melson Formula
The DelawarejMelson child support formula, developed by
Judge Elwood F. Melson, combined the features of both Cost
Sharing and Income Sharing models (Goldfarb, 1987a).

This

model repr esented one of the first attempts to develop an
empirically-based child support guideline (Munsterman, et
al., 1990) .

DelawarejMelson allowed parents to keep a

minimum self-support reserve until the designated basic cost
of raising a child wa s met and then it assessed a percentage
of any addition parental income for further child support
(Goldfarb, 1 987a) .

To the extent possible, the

DelawarejMelson c hild support

formula was designed to

equalize the sta ndard of living of post-divorce families.
Under this model, child support was calculated as
follows:

1) The available net income of each parent was

determined by subtracting a self-support reserve from each
parent's income --any remaining income was deemed available
for child support,

2) The primary support amount needed for

each dependent was calculated.

This amount was set at the

minimum required to mai ntain a child at a subsistence level.
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Age adjustme nt s were not included, however, work-related
expenses such as c hild care and extraordinary medical
expenses were added to the primary support amount,

4) The

primary support was then pro-rated between the parents based
on their available net income.
After the primary support obligation was calculated, a
percentage of any remaining income was allocated to
additional support.

This "Standard of Living Allowance"

(SOLA) enabled the child to benefit from the standard of
living of the higher-earning parent.

However, the income

available for SOLA was reduced or negated by the presence of
subsequent dependents in the obligor's household
(~lunsterman,

et al., 1990; Williams, 1987b).

·rhe complexity ot this model has resulted in limited
application.

As of February 1, 1990, variations of this

formula had been proposed and adopted in only three states:
Delaware, Hawaii, and West Virginia (National Center for the
Courts, 1990).
Income Equalization
The first equalization-of-living standards model was
proposed by economist Philip Eden in 1977 (Eden, 1987).

It

was later modified by Judith Cassetty of the Texas Attorney
General's office and is sometimes referred to as the
"Cassetty model."

Income equalization attempted to ensure

"that the children of divorced parents suffered the least
economic hardship possible and continued to enjoy a standard
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of living whi ch was as close to the original pre-divorce
level as poss ible" (Cassetty & Douthitt, 1985, p. 331).
This was done by combining the parent's incomes and
then apportioning them according to the size and composition
of each post-divorc e household.

This method relied on a

standardized comparative scale, such as the federal poverty
guideline or the Bureau of Labor Statistics Revised
Equivalence Scale to determine how much money was needed by
each of the two households in order to achieve the same predivorce level of living (Cassetty & Douthitt, 1985;
Cassetty, Sprinkle, White, & Douglass, 1987).
The first s tep in applying this model was to determine
the net income for each household.

A subsistence amount for

each household member was then subtracted from the net
monthly income in that household.

The remaining income--or

per person share of surplus income--was redistributed
between the two hou seholds in proportion to the number of
persons living in each family unit (Rowe, 1989b).
With this model the total net income of each household
was used for the calculation of the per person share of
surplus income.

As such, the income of the current spouse

of either parent was counted for purposes of calculating
child support.

Other dependents in each household were also

included in the calculation.

This had the effect of either

reducing or increasing the child support award - depending
upon the size of each post-divorce household.

The presence

of other dependents in the obligor's household could
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significantly reduce the child support obligation, while the
presence of other depend e nts in the obligee household could
significantly increase the amount of the child support award
{Williams, 1987b).
One cri t icism of the income equalization method was
that if one parent was earning considerably more than the
other, the higher earner ended up subsidizing the costs of
the other household.

In theory, this could discourage work

force participation by the lower-earning parent.

Another

criticism of this method was that if both parents were
earning roughly the same amounts, the non-custodial parent
might ha ve been required to make only a token child support
payment (Wa lton, 1987).
Ini tial l y , Vermont adopted a version of this model.
present, all s t a tes have rejected this approach because it
was believed that some part of the award would really be
"hidden alimony" if it raised the custodian's level of
living as wel l as the children's.

However, any child

support award, regardless of the methodology behind it
benefits both the custodian and children since they share
the same household, and so share the same level of living
(Dodson, 1988).
Child Support Guideline Development in Utah
Following enactment of the national Child Support
Enforcement Act in 19 84, Utah's Board of District Court
Judges (the governing body of trial judges) evaluated the

At
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setting of child support in the state's eight district
courts.

From information obtained in their investigation,

th e Board determined that there was no uniform method for
dealing with chi ld support orders in Utah.

Decisions had

been made on a case-by-case basis which had led to
inequitable awards throughout the state.

The Board

requested that Utah's Judicial Council (the policy-making
body of the judiciary), establish a task force to draft
recommendations for a state-wide guideline (Billings, 1989).
In May of 1987, the newly-formed task force held its
first meeting.

This group consisted of a broad-based

membership which included both trial and appellate judges, a
family court commissioner, lawyers, legislators, economists,
a family law professor, and representatives from relevant
public interest groups.

Members were chosen on the basis of

professional expertise and their interest in family law.
Members of the task force committed themselves to reaching
an outcome that would be in the best interest of Utah's
children .

They believed that poverty was detrimental to the

dev elopment of children and that it was critical that the
state's child support guidelines not unnecessarily
contribute to increased poverty (Billings, 1989).
During the rest of that year the task force: 1)
reviewed articles from experts in the area of child support,
information regarding guideline formation by other states,
and

materials from the Federal Office of Child Support

Enforcement; 2) examined existing Utah law; 3) interviewed
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and surveyed family law experts; 4) held public hearings;
and, 5) held monthly meetings to discuss their findings.
Meanwhile, legislation was passed which gave authority
to the Office of Recovery Services to set advisory
guidelines in Utah.

This assured state compliance with the

October 1987 deadline set by the 1984 Amendments.

The ORS

guidelines were developed with little input from outside
sources and were rarely used by the courts, but they kept
the state from incurring federal sanctions while the Task
Force completed its work (Billings, 1989).
In June of 1988 , the Task Force's recommendations for
implementation of standardized child support guidelines went
to the Judicial Council for approval.

They were adopted

unanimously to take effect Occober 1, 1988.

Although the

guidelines would have raised existing award levels by 15%,
of the 42 states with existing guidelines by that date, only
five had amounts lower than Utah's (Sisco, 1988).
Prior to Judicial Council approval, a politically
active group of nonresident fathers and their second wives,
who called themselves Utah Parents for Children's Rights,
began writing and calling their state legislators asking
them to stop adoption of the guidelines.

originally, this

group had formed around the issues of visitation and
custody, but their belief that the Task Forces's guideline
recommendations would increase the child support payments of
their members prompted them to take their campaign to the
Legislature.

At their behest, the Interim Judiciary
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Committee of the Legislature asked the Judicial Council to
postpo ne adoption of the Task Force's recommendations until
the committee had time to review them.

When the Judicial

Counc il adopted the guidelines without delay, some members
of the legislature became angered.

To appease these

legislators , the Judicial Council made the guidelines
advis ory in nature.

This meant that judges were under no

obligation to use them (Billings, 1989).
The adoption of child support guidelines on an advisory
basis did not sa tisfy Utah Parents members who were clouding
the support issue by testifying before the legislature that
"custody should be awarded to the parent most economically
able to care for the child" ("Short-changing," 1988, p. 21A).

Utah Parents members found sympathetic ears among

legislators and the child support issue began appearing on
hearing ag endas.

Testimony had expanded into the areas of

custody a wards and v isitation enforcement before the October
recess (Rowe , 1989a).
In November 1 988, Congress passed the Family Support
Act.

This legi s lation represented a further attempt to

address discr epa ncies in child support awards throughout the
country.

It required that all states have presumptive

guidelines in place by October 1989 if they wished to
continue receiving federal funds for the collection of
delinquent child support payments.

Making the guidelines

presumptive meant that Utah judges would have to follow the
Judicial Council's guidelines or submit written findings for
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deviation.

Howeve r, it was left up to the states to develop

criteria for allowi ng a judge or hearing officer to deviate
from the guidelines (H.R. 1720, 1988).

In an unscheduled

appearance before the Interim Judiciary Committee, the
director of Utah's Office of Recovery Services testified
that the state would lose $7.5 million in federal funding
for the collection of delinquent child-support payments if
the state was not in compliance by the fall of 1989 ("Utah
to rehash," 1988) .

Instead of making the existing Judicial

Council/Task Force guidelines presumptive, the Committee
voted to have the Office of Recovery Services (ORS) draft
new guidelines.
The ORS-drafted guidelines (later known as the
legislative guidelines), were written over a two-week period
through a proc e ss of non-public meetings, and were presented
to a newly elected Judiciary Committee in December (McGee,
1989).

Critics termed the guidelines an "arbitrary and

politically motivated reduction of the Judicial Council's
figures, written from the point of view of how much the noncustodial parent will pay rather than the standard of living
of the child" (Rowe, 1989a, p. 237).

House Bill 203, which

gave ORS authority to establish and evaluate child support
guidelines in the state was introduced in the state's
Legislature in January.

Under the terms of the bill, award

levels contained in an accompanying schedule would be
presumed to be the correct amount of child support unless
the judge or hearings officer filed a written reason for
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awarding a different amount (HB 203, 1989).
Chief Justice o f the Supreme Court Gordon Hall, who
al so s erved as chair of the Judicial Council, sent a
conciliatory letter to the legislature asking them to make
the Judicial Council/ Task Force guidelines presumptive until
the legislature could draft and enact new guidelines in
their 1990 session .

Justice Hall's proposal was never heard

in a House or Senate Committee (Rowe, 1989a).
In February of 19 89, just hours before adjournment, HB
20 3 passed th e Senate 25-1, and the House 65-0.

Utah

divorces prior to Jul y 1 , 1989, were to have child support
set by the Judicial Council's schedule; and by the
legislative{ORS guidelines thereafter (Rowe, 1989a).
Over an eighteen-month period Utah's Task Force on
Child support guidelines had labored to formulate guidelines
which would benefit the children of divorcing parents.
Political pressure exe rted on members of the state
legislature by non-cu s todial parents resulted in rejection
of the Ta sk Force guidelines on a mandatory, long-term
basis .

As a re su lt, and at the request of the Interim

Judicial Committee, the Office of Recovery Services
guidelines became law and were implemented in July of 1989
(Billings, 1 989 ).
Mandatory child support guidelines were devised to
address the shortcomings of the trad i tional case-by-case
method of setting child support.

The old system had

resulted in both inadequ a te levels of child support when
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compared to the real costs of raising children and
inconsistent orders which treated people with similar
economic circumstances differently.

Opposing political

views, lobbying efforts, and misapplication of existing
economic data have resulted in some states adopting
guidelines which have only served to institutionalize
current low levels of support ("Preface," 1987).
Currently there are no data available to systematically
analyze the effect of Utah's guidelines on child support
orders.

An oversight committee has been appointed by the

Governor to study the effects of the legislative child
support guidelines and make policy recommendations.
However, the committee has had no state-specific data to
guide them in their decision making.

~he

adequacy and

equity of these guidelines needs to measured so that they
can be evaluated in light of the financial needs of growing
children (Rowe, 1989b).
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CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF STUDY AND METHODOLOGY
This study wa s based on cross-sectional survey data
collected at t wo different points in time.

Pre-child

support guideline data for this study were obtained from a
1988 study of the economic consequences of divorce in urban
Utah conducted by Rowe and Lown of Utah State University.
The post-child support guideline data were collected in 1990
by the researcher.
This exploratory study sought to evaluate child support
orders from three Utah counties made following legislative
guideline adoption.

Child support orders made prior to

legislative guideline adoption were compared to child
support orders made following legislative guideline adoption
to determine the effect of uniform guidelines on the amount
of child support ordered.

Child support orders made under

the legislative child support guidelines were then evaluated
to determine if the amount of child support being ordered
was adequate when compared to estimates of the cost of
raising children.

Additionally, child support orders were

examined to determine if judges and hearing officers were
deviating from the guidelines, and if so, under what
circumstances?

This chapter describes:

1) development of

the instruments, 2) selection of the samples, 3) collection
of the data, and 4) data analysis procedures.
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Deve lopment of the Preguideline Instrument
The instrument used for the collection of data in the
19 8 8 urban Ut a h divorce study was a face-to-face interview
schedule dev eloped by Rowe (1986).

This instrument has been

used with three different samples over time (the Utah urban
divorce study in 1988; the Utah rural divorce study in 1987;
and the Oregon divorce study in 1985).

Findings from these

studies have been compared with reports from surveys on
divorce economics in six other states and findings have been
similar.
Selection of the Preguideline Sample
The 1988 urban Utah divorce sample contained 163
recently divorced individuals, married for ten or more
years, whose divorce decrees were filed in Salt Lake, Davis,
and Weber counties between January and October of 1988.

A

nonprobability 1 in 3 sampling procedure was used.
Collection of Preguideline Data
Cases were initially selected from divorce data which
was collected from vital statistics records at the State
Bureau of Health Statistics.

Field interviewers, hired from

residents of the counties in which the sample was drawn,
then verified demographic data for each couple from public
documents filed at their county courthouses.

Information

was also collected from court records on the dollar value of
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assets, liabilities, alimony, and child support orders.
When possible, these data were later compared to information
collected in the interviews in order to correct any
discrepancies.

Responses from a comparable 1987 rural Utah

sample were found to be valid when compared with public
records.

Rowe and Lawn found that their experience mirrored

Haskins (1988, p. 314) who stated,

. once people

begin talking about personal matters, they are painfully
honest and reveal amazing detail . .
Introductory letters explaining the study and
requesting participation were sent to one partner fl
divorced couple.

In a previous study, Rowe (1986) h

that divorced persons were reluctant to participate
thought their former spouse would a!so be

~ ~~~

interv~e~e• t ~ f {

Therefore, only one person from each couple was 1n1t J
invi ted to participate.

,---...,_t~+:;.'
"< ~ t
~
~

t j

r

r

After a random start, males

females were selected in alternating fashion.

If the

prospective respondent refused to participate or was not
located then the former spouse was contacted.

In no case

were both husband and wife interviewed.
For potential participants with a current telephone
listing, the interviewer for their county followed up the
initial letter with a telephone call to arrange an
appointment.

For persons without a current telephone

listing, a stamped, self-addressed post card was included in
the letter so the person could indicate their interest in
participating and provide a phone number for future contact.

V'

~
t
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Envelopes were stamped with "Do not forward--address
correction requested" so any changes in address could be
noted.

When a lette r was returned with a change of address,

another introductory letter was mailed to the new address
and a post card included, regardless of any previous
telephone listing.

If a letter was returned

"undeliverable," an introductory letter was mailed to the
former spouse if his or her address was known.

Interviewers

called these potential respondents to schedule an interview.
Data were collected from all participants in structured,
face-to-face interviews using the same questionnaire.

The

final response rate for Salt Lake County was 26% of the
original sample, for Davis County it was 13% of the original
sample, and for Weber

coun~y

it was 47% of the original

sample.

Development of the Postguideline Instrument
The instrument used for the collection of postguideline
data was developed by the researcher, reviewed by faculty
members of the Utah State University Home Economics and
Consumer Education Department, and pre-tested at the
District Court in Cache County.

Based upon the pretest and

recommendations from HECE faculty, changes were made to
arrive at the final form of the data collection form
{Appendix

A) .

The form was designed to aid the researcher in
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extracting uni f orm i nformation from the divorce files of
selected c ases.

Th e data collected included obligee and

obligor income s; the number, age, and sex of children; child
custody arra ngements, child support order amounts, and
amounts for any spousal support (alimony).
Selection of the Postguideline Sample
The child support sample consisted of 262 recently
divorced couples, married for ten or more years, and whose
final divorce decrees were granted between December 1, 1989
and May 31, 1990 in the Utah counties of Salt Lake, Davis,
and Weber.

This time period followed implementation of

legislative child support guidelines by five months.
on a

nonprobabili~y

Based

sampling procedure, data were collected

from court records in the 3rd Judicial District using a 1 in
3 procedure and in the 2nd Judicial District using a 1 in 2
procedure .

Cases on the list were examined and/or

eliminated when:

1) files were sealed by court order due to

unique circumstances such as family violence or bankruptcy;
2) the children were emancipated between the time the
parties had filed for divorce and the final divorce date; 3)
the couple had filed for divorce prior to adoption of
standardized guidelines and the child support order had not
been updated at the time the divorce was finalized; 4) the
final divorce settlement was pending; 5) the file lacked the
necessary information; or, 6) the case record was checked
out to court p e rsonnel and was not available for
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examination.

When a case was not accessable the subsequent

case was selected, and the 1 in k selection procedure was
resumed.
Collection of the Postguideline Data
Cases were initially selected from vital statistics
for ms on file at the State Bureau of Health Statistics.
Once the samples were identified, data was collected by
reviewing the case files stored in each of the three county
courthouses and extracting relevant information onto a
standardized data collection form.
Prior to collecting the information in court records,
an introductory letter was sent to each of the directors of
the State Bureau of Heath Statistics, the 3rd Judicial
District in Salt Lake County, and the 2nd Judicial District
in Davis and Weber Counties.

The letter explained the

purpose of the study and asked for permission to access the
divorce records on file in each office.
Data Analysis Procedure
Data collected from the two surveys were computer
coded and entered to facilitate analysis.

A discussion of

the procedures used for analysis of each objective follows.
An .05 level of significance was used for all analyses.
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Obj ectiv e On e
A t-test wa s u s ed to determine if child support awards
had increased, decreased, or stayed the same after adoption
of the legislati v e guidelines.

This analysis compared the

mean child support order per child per month in the urban
Utah divorce study to the mean child support order per child
per month in this study to determine if there was a
significant difference between the means of the two groups.
The 2nd Judicial Di s trict child support guidelines used in
analyses of the urban divorce study are included in Appendix
B.

The legislative guidelines used for the analyses in this

study are included in Appendix C.
Objective Two
T tests were used to determine if postguideline child
support orders were adequate when compared to three
different measures:

The 1990 poverty guideline, the USDA

estimates of the costs of raising children, and Espenshade's
estimates of the percentage of parental income expended on
children (1984).

These comparisons are subsequently

described.
Legislative child support orders were compared to the
1990 poverty guideline for the appropriate number of
children and not including the custodial parent.

This

analysis compared Utah's mean total child support order per
child per year with the 1990 U.S. poverty guideline per
child per year of $2,140.

The $2,140 figure is the amount
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added to the p ove r t y guidelines for each additional family
member abov e t he $ 6 , 28 0 poverty baseline for one person.
Poverty guidelines are used as an eligibility criterion by a
number of fed e ral p r ograms (Redeker, 1990).
Legislative child support orders were compared to the
United states Department of Agriculture (USDA) estimates of
the costs of Raising Children in 1990 for the overall U.S.
at low cost level.

The 1990 USDA estimates for child-

rearing expenditures included these major budgetary
components:

housing, food, transportation, clothing, health

care, education, child care, and other miscellaneous goods
and services.

These estimates were adjusted for price

differentials and varying patterns of expenditures
throughout the United States, as well as for the United
States overall.

Data used to estimate expenditures were

from the 1987 Consumer Expenditure Survey and updated to
1990 dollars using the Consumer Price Index.

Husband-wife

families with at least one child age 17 or under who were
complete income reporters were selected for the 1990 USDA
study (Lino, 1991).
The third analysis compared legislative child support
orders to estimates developed by Espenshade (1984).

This

analysis compared the mean child support order per child per
year with annual estimates of parental expenditures on
children for t wo-child families at median socioeconomic
status levels.

These estimates were adjusted to 1990

dollars by the researcher using the Consumer Price Index.
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Espenshade's estimates were used by Williams to create the
Income Shares model for calculating child support.

The

legislative child support guidelines presently in use in
Utah are based on Williams's work.
Objective Three
For objective three, cross-tabulation of county by
compliance versus greater than legislative child support
tabled values or less than legislative child support tabled
values (Appendix C) was used to describe any existing
proportional difference between counties.

A chi-square test

for independence was used to determine if existing
differences were significant.

It was assumed that if the

variables were independent the proportion of counties in
compliance with legislative guidelines would not differ
significantly across counties.
Objective Four
In order to determine the extent of deviation by
county, the mean child support deviation amount was
calculated for each county.

Deviation from the norm was the

extent to which the amount of child support ordered differed
from the legislative child support guideline tabled values.
One-way analysis of variance was then used to compare the
amount of deviation between counties in order to see if any
one county had a higher mean deviation than the others.
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Objective Five
An analysis of the reasons for deviation provided in
the written findings of fact filed by judges and hearings
officers when deviating from the legislative child support
guidelines was done.

This analysis systematically described

the reasons for deviation by listing and quantifying them
through the use of a frequency table.

The process of

quantitative analysis made it possible to find special
qualities in the data, such as repetitive guideline
deviation patterns, which would help to explain the
circumstances under which deviation from child support
guidelines was occurring.

For example, a consistent pattern

of deviation may be found for those families with high debt
levels.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This study sought to determine the effects of
legislative child support guidelines on child support orders
in three Utah counties.

Child support awards made under the

legislative guidelines were compared to child support awards
made prior to the adoption of standardized guidelines to
determine the effect of these guidelines on the amount of
child support currently being ordered.

Child support orders

made under legislative guidelines were then evaluated to
determine if they were adequately covering the cost of
raising children, to determine if they had resulted in
sin1ilar treatment of comparable cases, to determine if
judges or hearing officers were deviating from the
guidelines, and to determine the reasons for deviation.

The

following sections describe demographic characteristics of
the sample as we ll as findings and discussion for each
objective.
Description of the Sample
The sample was drawn from the final decrees of divorce
for marriages involving minor children which had lasted 10
or more years.

The cases studied were those in which the

final divorce was granted between December 1989 and May 1990
in the Utah counties of Salt Lake, Davis, and Weber.
Of the di vo rce decrees reviewed, 96% were original
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orders and 4 % we re modifications.

Table 2 summari zes the

sample composition by county and judicial district .
Table 2
Sample Composition by County and Judicial District

County

Judicial
District

(n)

% of Total

Davis

2nd

49

19.4%

Weber

2nd

41

16.3%

Salt Lake

3rd

162

64 . 3%

252

100.0%

TOTAL

Final divorce decrees provide information about marital
duration; number, gender, and ages of children; and
financial in forma tion such as income, assets, liabilities,
child support orders, alimony, responsibility for the
maintenanc e of insurance, rights to tax deductions, and the
distribution of property.

Court-ordered amounts of child

support amount was the primary variable of interest in the
study.
Characteristi cs of th e Couples
The average duration of marriage for couples was 15 . 75
years.

Also of note we re the ranges of marital duration.

The sample was se lected to exclude any marriages in which
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divorce had occurred before 10 years, so the group minimum
was 10 years.
31 years.

Maximum marital duration for the sample was

Eighty-six hu sbands were petitioners in their

di vorce actions, as were 166 wives.

The number of marriages

per wife rang ed from one to three, with a mean of 1.113.
The number of marriages per husband ranged from one to seven
with a mean of 1.178.
All of the families included in the sample had minor
children for a total of 646 children involved in the 252
divorces.

The children ranged from one to 18 years of age,

with an overall mean of 10.014 years.

The number of minor

children per family ranged from one to six, with an average
of 2.563 children per family.

Table 3 summarizes the

fantilies by number of mi nor children.
Decisions Pertaining to Children
The major decisions pertaining to children when parents
divorce are c ustody of the children, frequency of
visitation , a nd the amount of child support.

Mothers

continued to h ave custody of minor children in the majority
of cases, re ce iving sole physical custody or joint legal
custody with primary care to the mother in 74% of the cases
where custody was known .

Fathers received sole physical

custody or joint legal custody with primary care to the
father in 11% of the cases where custody was reported.
Joint physical custody was awarded in 5% of the cases where
custody was known; while in 11% of the cases, split custody
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was awarded .
Table 3
Number of Minor Children per Family

No. of Children

One

No. of Families

Percent

46

18.3

Two

94

37.3

Three

57

22.6

Four

38

15.1

Five

13

5.2

Six

___A

~

252

100.0

TOTAL

Objectives
Objective One
A t-test was used to compare the mean child support
order per child per month in the 1988 urban Utah divorce
study (Rowe & Lown, 1988) to the mean child support order
per child per month in this study to determine if child
support orders had increased, decreased, or stayed the same.
In order to make the two samples more comparable, the 1990
mean award was not adjusted for medical insurance credits or
child care debits.

Child support orders prior to

implementation of the legislative child support guidelines
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did not include these adj u stments.
In comparing t he o verall mea ns of the amount of child
support ordered, no statistically significant difference was
fou nd.

However, when compared by income level--although not

stat istically signif icant at the .05 level, implementation
of the legisl a tive child support guidelines appears to have
had the effect of l owering the amount of child support
ordered in th e three counties studied--a curious reversal of
the legislative guidelines intended effect (Table 4).
Table 4
Overa ll Mean Amount of Child Support Ordered Per Child Per
Month for th e 1 988 Urban Di v or ce Study and the 1990
Legisl a tive Guidelin e Study

Overall Mean
Child Support
Study

Order PCPM

S.D.

1988 Utah Urban Di vorce

$ 244.55

$ 146 . 78

1990 Legislative Guideline

$ 196.25

$ 124.14

Two tailed t-test, t-value

1.82, p

= .071

Income data coll ec ted in both studies included the
husband 's and wife' s monthly income at the time of divorce,
when child support award amounts are ordered.

For further
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analysis, the incomes of both spouses were combined to
create a total monthly income per family.

Total monthly

income per family was then grouped into 12 income categories
(Table 5).
In income categories 1, 2, 3, and 11 there were not
enough cases to allow for a comparison of the 1988 and 1990
child support orders.

While not statistically significant,

7 of the 8 income categories that could be compared had
higher means for child support in the 1988 study (Rowe &
Lawn, 1988) than for the 1990 study.

In only one income

category, the lowest income category which could be analyzed
(#4), was the 1990 mean child support order higher than the
1988 mean.

Table 6 illustrates the mean comparisons of the

two groups by monthly household income categories.
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Table 5
Total Monthly Income Per Family by Income Category at the
Time of Divorce

Monthly
Income

Income

Category

Per Family

1988

1990

Sample

Sample

(n)

(n)

1.

$000 to $500

0

1

2.

$500 to $899

0

4

3.

$900 to $1,199

2

2

4.

$1,200 to $1,499

8

7

5.

$1,500 to $1,999

12

J.6

6.

$2,000 to $2,499

19

17

7.

$2,500 to $2,999

15

20

8.

$3,000 to $3,999

24

68

9.

$4,000 to $4,999

18

37

10.

$5,000 to $5,999

12

12

11.

$6,000 to $6,999

4

2

12.

$7,000 or more

_2.

___!l.

123

194

TOTAL
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Table 6
Mean Child Support Order Per Child Per Month for the 1988
Urban Divorce Study and the 1990 Legislative Guideline Study
by Monthly Household Income Level

Mean
Child Support
Study

Order PCPM

S.D.

Income Category 4
1988 Urban Divorce

$ 111.63

$

55.88

1990 Legislative Guideline

$ 142.43

$

51.98

Two tailed t-test, t-value

=

-1.11, p

.289

Income Category 5
1988 Urban Divorce

$ 133.67

$

35.28

1990 Legislative Guideline

$ 124.13

$

61.79

Two tailed t-test, t-value

.48

,

p

=

. 636

Income Level 6
1988 utah Urban Divorce

$ 187.74

$

86.52

1990 Legislative Guideline

$ 145.41

$

74.70

Two tailed t-test, t-value

1.56, p

=

.128
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Table 6 (continued)
Mean Child Support Order Per Child Per Month for the 1988
Urban Divorce Study and the 1990 Legislative Guideline Study
by Monthly Household Income Level

Mean
Child Support
Study

Order PCPM

S.D.

Income Lev el 7
1988 Urban Divorce

$ 183.00

$

96.84

1990 Legislative Guideline

$ 134.65

$

57.76

Two tailed t-test, t-value

1. 72' p = .10

Income Level 8
1988 Utah Urban Divorce

$ 194.42

$ 105.86

1990 Legislative Guideline

$ 181.57

$

Two tailed t-test, t-value

.55, p

=

72.99

.586

Income Level 9
1988 Urban Divorce
1990 Legislative Guideline
Two tailed t-test, t-value

$ 265.28

$ 142.54

$ 256.03

$ 114.93

.26, p = .797
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Table 6 (continued)
Mean Child Support Order Per Child Per Month for the 1988
Urban Divorce study and the 1990 Legislative Guideline Study
by Monthly Hou seho ld Income Level

Mean
Child Support
study

Order PCPM

S.D.

1988 Utah Urban Divorce

$ 307.42

$ 142.18

1990 Legislative Guideline

$ 230.08

$

Income Level 10

Two tailed t-test, t-value

1.55, p

=

97.57

. 135

Income Level 12
1988 Urban Divorce

$ 445.00

$ 396.38

1990 Legislative Guideline

$ 396.38

$ 132.34

Two tailed t-test, t-v alue

.48

'

p

=

.637

Although none of the differences between the mean child
support orders by income category for the 1988 and 1990
samples were statistically significant, income categories 6,
7, and 10 approach significance.

These means indicate that

legislative child support guidelines have not increased the
amount of child support ordered to benefit children, rather,
they appear to have resulted in obligors retaining a larger
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por tion of th ei r incomes after divorce .
It is important to note that the 1988 means used for
objective one analyses were not adjusted for inflation.

Had

an inflation adjustment been made, the difference between
the 1988 means and the 1990 means would have been greater.
Based on the Consumer Price Index (CPI), inflation averaged
4 . 5% per year for the two-year period 1988 to 1990 .

An

inflation- adjusted comparison can be made between any of the
19 8 8 and 19 9 0 child support means by multiplying any of the
1988 child support means by .08988 (the inflation factor for
the two year period), and subtracting the result from the
1988 child support mean.
Objective Two
T tests were used to determine if the mean child
support awards per child per year made under the 1990
legislative child support guidelines were adequate when
compared to the 1990 poverty guideline, the USDA estimates
of the costs of raising children , and updated estimates of
Espenshade's (1984) percentage of parental income expended
on children.
First, objective two the mean child support order per
child per year was adjusted to reflect health insurance and
child care debits (currently included on the legislative
child support worksheets) .

The $22.76 difference between

the overall mean 1990 child support order per child per
month used for the objective one comparisons and the overall
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mean 1990 child support order per child per month used for
this objective resulted from both these adjustments and the
inclusion of zero-award orders in the calculation of the
objective two mean.
For the first analysis, the average legislative child
support award per child per year of $2,081.91 was compared
to the 1990 poverty guideline per child per year of
$2,140 . 00 .

The average child support order per child per

year was the mean amount of child support the obligor was
ordered to pay under the legislative child support
guidelines.
The mean annual child support order of $2,081.91 was
not found to be significantly different than the 1990 U.S.
poverty guideline amount (Table 7).

The amount of child

support ordered for 58% (n=372) of the children in this
sample fell below the poverty line, while 42% (n=269) of the
children in the sample received an annual child support
order which placed them ·above the $2,140 poverty cut-off.
Information was missing on the amount of child support
ordered for five children.
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Table 7
comparison of the 1990 Mean Child Support Order Per Child
Per Year with the 1990 Poverty Guideline

Mean
Child Support
PCPY

Study

1990 Legislative Guideline
1990 Poverty Guideline
Two tailed t-test, t-value

S.D.

$ 2,081.91

$ 1,568.58

$ 2,140.00
-.5846, p

=

N/A

> .05

For the second analysis, the average legislative child
support award per child per year of $2,081.91 was compared
to USDA estimates of the annual cost of raising a child for
the overall

u.s.

at the low cost level of $5,064.71.

As

mentioned previously, the average child support award per
child per year was the mean amount of child support the
obligor was ordered to pay under the legislative child
support guidelines including health insurance and child care
adjustments and zero-dollar awards (Table 8).
The mean yearly child support order of $2,081.91 was
found to be significantly less than 1990 USDA estimates.
The amounts ordered for 97% (n=622) of the children in this
sample fell below the USDA estimate.

Only 3% (n=19) of the

children in the sample received a yearly child support order
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which p lac e d th em a bove the $5 , 064 . 71 . 00 USDA est i mate .
Table 8
Comparison of the 1990 Mean Child Support Order Per Child
Per Year with the 1990 USDA Annual Estimate at the Low Cost
Level

Mean
Child support
Study

PCPY

S . D.

1990 Legislative Guideline

$ 2,081.91

$ 1,568.58

1990 USDA Low Cost Level

$ 5,064.71

N/A

Two tailed t-test, t-value

-30.06, p

=

< .05

For the third analysis, the average Legislative child
support award per child per year of $2 , 081.91 was compared
to Espenshade's (1984 } estimate of parental expenditures on
children updated to 1990 dollars of $5,775.30.

Again, the

average child support order per child per year was the mean
amount of child support the obligor was ordered to pay under
the legislative child support guidelines including health
insurance and child care adjustments and zero-dollar awards
(Table 9}.
The mean yearly child support award of $2,081.91 was
significantly less than Espenshade's updated estimates.

The
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amount of child support ordered for 98% (n=628) of the
children in this sample fell below Espenshade's annual
estimate .

Only 2% (n=13) of the children in the study

received a yearly child support order which placed them
above the $5,775.30 mark.
Table 9
Comparis o n of the 19 90 Mean Child Support Order Per Child
Per Year with Espenshade's

Updated Annual Estimate of the

Cost of Raising a Child

Mean
Child Support
PCPY

Study

S.D.

1990 Legislati ve Guideline

$ 2,081.91

$ 1,568.58

Espenshade's Estimate

$ 5,775.30

N/A

Two tailed t-test, t-value

-37.23, p = < . 05

Obiective Thr ee
The purpose of objective three was to determine whether
or not legislative child support guidelines had resulted in
an equitable application of the guidelines--in other words,
were similarly situated parties being treated the same?
Cross-tabulation was used to describe any existing
proportional difference between:

1) county in compliance
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versus greater or less than legislative child support tabled
values, and; 2) judicial district in compliance versus
greater or less than legislative child support tabled
values.

A chi-square test was then used to determine if

existing differences were statistically significant.
Proportional differences between county and
compliance/non compliance (including only those cases for
which less than, greater than, or equal to was known) showed
that Weber County had the highest guideline compliance rate.
Approximately 62% (n=15) of the cases in Weber County were
in compliance with the guidelines.

By contrast, Davis

County had the largest percentage of cases in which an
amount less than the guidelines was awarded (34.8%, n=16),
while Salt Lake had the largest percentage of cases in which
an amount greater than the guidelines was awarded (33.3%,
n=47)

(Table 10).
Using Chi-square, no significant difference was found

between the rate of compliance or noncompliance by judicial
district.

However, a statistically significant relationship

did exist between counties by compliance/noncompliance.
Whether or not the child support award was less than, equal
to, or greater than the legislative guidelines was related
to the county in which the divorce occurred (X2 = 10.28, p =
.035).

Weber County was most likely to follow the

legislative guidelines, and when deviation occurred the
amount ordered tended to be above the guidelines.

By

contrast, Davis County was more likely to deviate from the
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guidelines than either Salt Lake or Weber counties and the
amount ordered tended to be below the guidelines.
The findings stated in the above paragraph are not
conclusive, however, because counties varied considerably in
the extent to which information was present in the files.
Approximately 41% of the Weber County divorce decrees, 6% of
the Davis County divorce decrees, and 13% of the Salt Lake
County divorce decrees did not contain sufficient
information to allow for the calculation of compliance or
noncompliance with the guidelines.
Table 10
Compliance Rate by County

Cuunty

Less Than

compliant w;

Greater Than

Guidelines

Guidelines

Guidelines

(n)
Davis

16

We~er

2

Salt Lake

n

TOTAL

41

%
34.8

(n)

%

(n)

%

19

41.3

11

23.9

8.3

15

62.5

7

29.2

16.3

71

50.4

47

33.3

105
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Objective Four
To determine the extent of deviation by county, the
mean amount of deviation for child support orders was
calculated for each county.

Deviation from the norm was the
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extent to which the amount of child support per decree
deviated from the legislative child support guideline tabled
values.

One-way analysis of variance was then used to

compare the amount of deviation between counties in order to
see if any one county had a higher deviation rate than the
others .
Deviations from the child support guidelines varied
widely.

The amount of child support ordered per decree

ranged from $378 below to $699 above the amount set by the
legislative guidelines.

The average child support deviation

rate per decree was $11.20.
The child support deviation amount for Davis County
ranged from $-257.00 below the tabled values to $699.00
above, with a group mean of $-4 . 13 and standard deviation of
$124.91.

The child support deviation amount for Weber

County ranged from $-146.00 below the tabled values to
$62.00 above , with a group mean of $1.41 and standard
deviation of $36.13.

The child support deviation amount for

Salt Lake County ranged from $-378.00 below the tabled
values to $651 .0 0 above, with a group mean of $17.91 and
standard deviation of $111.06.

Using one-way analysis of

variance, the difference between the mean deviation rate on
the variable county was not statistically significant at the
.05 level (Table 11).
Only 41% of the 252 cases studied were known to have
had complied with the legislative child support guidelines.
Of the remaining cases, about 16% were lower than the set
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guide line amounts, 26% were higher, and 17% were missing the
information neede d for the calculation of child support
deviation amounts.
Table 11
One-Way Analysis of Variance of Child Support Deviation by

Source

D. F.

Sum of

Mean

F

F

Squares

Squares

Ratio

Ratio

.8215

.4412

Between
Groups

2

19419.578

9709.7889

Within
Groups

207

2446686.022

11819.7392

TOTAL

209

2466105.600

Objective Five
For objective five, reasons for deviation that were
provided in the written findings of fact filed by judges and
hearings officers when deviating from the legislative child
support guidelines were analyzed.
For the purpose of classification, 147 cases were
categorized as having deviated from the guidelines.
Included in the deviation category were those cases for
which enough information was provided in the divorce decree
to allow for calculation of the dollar deviation amount
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(n=l05) and those cases where it was not possible to tell if
deviation had occurred because child support worksheets
andfor income information were missing from the divorce
decree (n=42) .

Table 12 provides a detailed description of

the reasons for deviation.
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Table 1 2
Reasons for Dev iation From the Legislative Child Support
Guidelines

No. of
Occurrences

7

Reason

Explanation

No.

of Deviation

1

Error on the child support worksheet.
Error was not found and corrected in the
final divorce decree.

(The correction

was made by the researcher and the
deviation amount was included in the
mean deviation calculation.)
2

Error in Divorce Decree.

Final Divorce

Decree states that the child support
order met the Uniform Child Support
Guidelines when it did not.
5

3

Divorce Decree states that the parties
to the divorce agreed to an order which
deviated from the guidelines, no
additional reason for deviation was
provided.

1

4

Error in Divorce Decree.

Child support

was awarded to the wrong party.
17

5

No reason was provided.

The child

support order appears to be rounded-off
to an even digit.
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Table 12 (continued)
Reasons for Deviation From the Legislative Child Support
Guidelines

No. of

Reason

Occurrences

50

No.

6

Explanation
of Deviation

Amount of deviation known, reason for
deviation unknown, income information
was available in the divorce decree.

2

7

Decree stated the child support order
was lowered for two years because the
noncustodial parent was ordered to pay a
disproportionate share of the marital
debt.

38

9

Amount of deviation and reason for
deviation are unknown due to missing
income and child support information in
the divorce decree .

1

10

Non-custodial parent was recovering from
an auto accident and unstable income was
provided as the reason for deviation.

2

11

Deviation from the guidelines occurred
because the child lived with the father
most of the time.
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Table 12 (continued)
Reasons for Deviation From the Legislative Child Support
Guidelines

No. of
Occurrences

1

Reason

Explanation

No.

of Deviation

12

Decree stated that child support was not
awarded because of the minuscule amount
set by the legislative guidelines.

1

13

Decree stated that the father was
awarded custody and mother was without
transportation or work and unable to
contribute.

1

14

It appears the custodial parent's high
income level made a child support order
unnecessary.

No written finding was

found in Divorce Decree.
1

15

Decree stated the father was required to
pay the mother's house payment as part
of alimony, consequently child support
order was lowered.

1

16

The reason provided was the family was
in bankruptcy.

Child support was

lowered so the father could pay off the
marital debt.

Future reinstatement of

child support was not mentioned.
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Table 12 (continued)
Reasons for Deviation From the Legislative Child Support
Guidelines

No. of
Occurrences

1

Reason

Explanation

No.

of Deviation

17

The issue of child support was reserved
until "personal jurisdiction" could be
obtained over the father.

1

18

Decree stated equality of earnings
between parties and joint physical
custody with equal time distribution
made a child support order unnecessary.

1

19

Reason not provided.

It appeared to be

an abuse case in which the father was
ordered to pay more than the amount set
by the guidelines while the mother was
in vocational rehabilitation.
1

20

The decree stated the father received
custody and mother was caring for an
infant not of this marriage, therefore
no child support was awarded.
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Table 12 (continued)
Reasons for Deviation From the Legislative Child Support
Guidelines

No. of

Reason

Occurrences

1

No.

21

Explanation
of Deviation

The decree stated the mother was
required to pay for the majority of
insurance provided by her employer, but
father required to pay for a small
amount of insurance.

Father's insurance

payment was calculated as additional
child support.
1

22

Decree stated that the mother
acknowledged she was entitled to more
child support under the guidelines, but
voluntarily accepted less.

1

23

The decree stated the father received
custody, mother was employed part time,
and father agreed to waive child support
because he was sufficiently able to care
for the children at the time of divorce.

1

24

Decree stated there would be no child
support award as long as the joint
custody award remained in place.
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Table 12 (continued)
Reasons for Deviation From the Legislative Child Support
Guidelines

No. of
Occurrences

1

Reason

Explanation

No.

of Deviation

25

The decree stated the father initially
agreed to pay more child support, but
later changed his mind and petitioned
for a modification.

1

26

Decree stated the child support order
did not meet the minimum level of
support required under the Uniform Child
Support Guidelines, however no reason
was cited.

1

27

There were a number of hearings before
the final settlement.

Income levels

changed throughout the hearing process.
Child support may have been recalculated
at the final hearing, but the child
support worksheet was not included in
the file.
1

28

Decree stated the mother accepted equity
in the family home as compensation for a
lower child support order.
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Table 12 (cont i nu e d )
Reasons for De vi a tion From the Legislative Child Support
Guideline s

No . of
Occurrences

1

Reason

Explanation

No.

of Deviation

29

Numbers transposed, the wrong number was
taken from the split custody worksheet .
The error was not found, so an incorrect
amount of child support was awarded.

1

30

Decree stated that the repayment of
marital debt resulted in a lower award.

1

31

Father's portion of health insurance
premium was calculated as additional
child support instead of as a credit.

1

32

Th e reasons provided in the decree were
child support was not awarded because
the father was earning twice the amount
the mother was earn i ng, the father
received custody, the parties were
paying off marital debt, and the mother
had voluntarily forgone any rights to
alimony.

147

TOTAL NUMBER OF DEVIATIONS
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The majority of deviat i on cases studied had missing
child support worksheets, missing income information, or
calculation errors in the final divorce decrees.

In some

cases, deviation from the legislative guidelines had clearly
occurred, but no reason was provided in the decree.

In

other cases, deviation had occurred and the reason for
deviation had been alluded to, but not specifically stated.
These findings were puzzling as the law requires judges and
hearings officers to follow the guidelines unless rebuttable
presumptions are provided in writing in the decree.
The number and reasons for deviation by judges and
hearings officers were also quantitatively analyzed to
determine if any patterns were evident in the written
findings.

In order to preserve anonymity, judges and

hearings officers were alphabetically coded.

The reasons

for deviating were coded using the same category
classification and numbering system used in Table 12.

Table

13 lists judges and hearings officers by county, reason, and
number of deviations from the legislative guidelines.
Although Weber County judges and hearings officers were
the most likely to follow the legislative guidelines in
those cases where compliance/noncompliance was known, they
were also the most likely to omit child support worksheets
and income information from the final divorce decrees.
Sixty-three percent (n=26) of the all Weber cases were
classified as having deviated from the guidelines.
Additionally, Weber had the highest percentage of missing
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information c a s es a s both a proportion of the total
deviation cas e s for the county and as a proportion of the
county total.

Sixty-five percent (n=17) of Weber's 26

deviations were due to lack of information in the final
divorce decree, and 42% of the total Weber sample (n=41)
resulted in deviations which were classified as deviations
because of missing income or child support information.
Five Weber cases provided enough information for the
calculation of the amount of dollar deviation--but did not
provide a written reason for deviation in the final decree.
Reasons for deviating from the legislative guidelines were
provided in only 3 of the 26 Weber County deviation cases
(11%).
Salt Lake County had 91 cases which were classified as
deviations--56% of the total number of cases for the county.
Eighteen of the 91 cases were deviations in which the
deviation amount was unknown because of missing child
support worksheets and income data.

Thirty-seven of the 91

deviation cases (40%) provided enough information to
calculate the deviation amount, but did not provide the
reason for deviation in the final divorce decree.

Only 15%

(n=14) of the Salt Lake deviation cases provided the reason
in writing, while in two cases the decree vaguely alluded to
the reasons.
Sixty-one percent of the 49 Davis County cases were
classified as having deviated from the guidelines (n=30).
In three deviation cases the amount of deviation was unknown
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because of missing child support worksheets and income data.
Eight deviation cases provided enough information for the
calculation of the amount of dollar deviation, but did not
provide a written reason for deviation in the final decree.
Reasons for deviation from the legislative guidelines were
provided in 26% (n=8) of the 30 Weber deviation cases, while
three more cases alluded to the deviation.
Of the 147 deviation cases (total for all counties), 17
appeared to be rounded-off to an even number.

Child support

award amounts were rounded upward or downward, in
unpredictable increments.

Salt Lake tended to use the

rounding technique most frequently (n=13), followed by Davis
(n=3), and Weber (n=1).
There were 12 deviation cases which could be attributed
to a calculation error on the child support worksheet or
final divorce decree.

Approximately 8% (n=7) of the Salt

Lake deviation cases and 17% (n=5) of the Davis deviation
cases were a result of this type of error.

There were no

calculation errors found in child support worksheets or
final divorce decrees in the Weber deviation cases.
In summary, the majority of deviation cases were
classified as such because either the child support
worksheet, income data, or the reason for deviation was
missing from the file.

Only a small number of deviation

cases included child support worksheets, income information,
and a written reason for deviation.

It is possible that

this lack of uniformity in providing mandated information in
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final divorce decre e s reflects on the process of the
judiciary's adjustment to the new laws regarding child
support.

It is apparent, however, that the lack of

information in these divorce files will make it difficult
for custodial and noncustodial parents to petition for
future modifications.

Information provided in the final

divorce decree can provide the historical foundation needed
to prove a substantial change in circumstance--the first
step in securing a petition for modification.
Table 13
Judges and Hearings Officers by Reason for Deviation and
Number of Deviationlsl From the Legislative Guidelines

Judge for
County

Officer

Reason/Number of Deviations

Total

Salt Lake

A

5

(n=3), 6 (n=2), 9 (n=3)

8

Salt Lake

B

1 (n=1)

Salt Lake

c

5

Salt Lake

D

1 (n=1), 6 (n=2), 9 (n=1)

(n=1), 6 (n=4), 9 (n=2)

14 (n=1) , 20 (n=1)
Salt Lake

E

6

(n=3), 9 (n=2), 19 (n=1)

Salt Lake

F

6

(n=3), 9 (n=2), 17 (n=1),

18 (n=1)
Salt Lake

G

1
7

6
6

6

3 (n=1), 5 (n=1), 6 (n=2),
9 (n=1)

6
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Table 13 (continued)
Judges and Hearings Officers by Reason for Deviation and
Number of Deviation(s) From the Legislative Guidelines

Judgejor
County

Officer

Reason/Number of Deviations

Salt Lake

H

2 (n=1), 3 (n=1), 5 (n=2),
6 (n=1), 9 (n=1)

Salt Lake

I

Total

6

5 (n=2), 6 (n=2), 9 (n=1),
12 (n=1), 16 (n=1)

7

Salt Lake

J

6

(n=2), 9 (n=1)

3

Salt Lake

K

5 (n=1), 6 (n=5)

6

Salt Lake

L

5 (n=1), 6 (n=2), 7 (n=1)

4

Salt Lake

M

1 (n=2), 5 (n=1), 6 (n=4)

Salt Lake

N

3 (n=1), 4 (n=1), 5 (n=1)

Salt Lake

0

6

Salt Lake

p

1 (n=1),

9

(n=J)

10

(n=2), 9 (n=1)

3
3

(n=1), 6 (n=3)

13 (n=1), 15 (n=1)

7

Salt Lake

Missing

10 (n=1), 11 (n=1)

2

Weber

AA

6 (n=3), 9 (n=3)

6

Weber

BB

5 (n=1), 6 (n=1), 9 (n=4),
21 (n=1)

7

Weber

cc

3 (n=1), 9 (n=5), 22 (n=1)

7

Weber

DD

6 (n=1)

1
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Table 13 (continued)
Judges and Hearings Officers by Reason for Deviation and
Number of Deviation(s) From the Legislative Guidelines

Judge for
County

Officer

ReasonjNumber of Deviations

Weber

EE

9 (n=5)

5

5 (n=1), 6 (n=2), 9 (n=2),

Davis

32 (n=1)
Davis

Total

BBB

6

1 (n=1), 2 (n=2), 5 (n=1),
6 (n=6), 7 (n=1), 11 (n=1)
23 (n=1), 24 (n=1), 25 (n=1),
26 (n=1), 27 (n=1), 28 (n=1),
29 (n=1), 30 (n=1), 31 (n=1)

21

Davis

CCC

5

(n=1)

1

Davis

DDD

1 (n=1)

1

Davis

EEE

9 (n=1)

__
1

TOTAL

147
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY

Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to provide data on the
effects of the legislative child support guidelines on child
support orders in three Utah counties.

The findings from

this exploratory study suggest the following conclusions:
In the majority (73%) of cases, dependent chldren were
in the custodial care of the mother.

Child support was

usually awarded if there were children under the age of 18,
and almost always it was paid by fathers.

A small

percentage of mothers without custody were obligated to pay
child support .
When child support orders made under the 1989
legislative child support guidelines were compared with
child support orders made prior to implementation of
standardized guidelines to determine if child support orders
had increased, decreased, or remained the same, there was no
statistically significant difference found between the mean
pre-child support order for the 1988 sample and the mean
post-child support order for the 1990 sample in Salt Lake,
Davis, and Weber counties.

Although the difference was not

found to be statistically significant, the new mean child
support order was lower than the old mean child support
order.
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Whe n the mea n legisl a tive child support order per child
per year of $2,081.91 was compared to the 1990 poverty
guideline of $2,140.00, no statistically significant
difference was found .

However, the mean legislative yearly

child support order was found to be significantly less than
both the 1990 USDA annual estimate of the cost of rearing
children of $5,056.71 and Espenshade's updated estimate of
yearly expenditures on children of $5,775.30.
There was no statistically significant difference found
between the rate of compliance/noncompliance by judicial
district.

However, a statistically significant difference

was found to exist between counties and
compliance/noncompliance.

Davis County was more likely to

deviate from the legislative child support guidelines than
either Salt Lake or Weber counties.

Weber County was the

most likely to follow the legislative guidelines.

When

deviation occurred, Salt Lake and Weber counties were the
most likely to deviate above the tabled amounts listed in
the guidelines, while Da v is County was more likely to
deviate below the scheduled amounts.

Results indicate that

the implementation of Uniform Child Support Guidelines in
the three counties studied have not resulted in an equitable
application of the guidelines as there is still a great deal
of variation in award amounts.
When one-way analysis of variance was used to compare
the dollar amount of deviation between counties in order to
determine if any one county had a higher deviation rate, the
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difference between the mean deviation rate on the variable
county was not statistically significant.

Analysis of the

deviations found that in the majority of deviation cases
child support worksheets, income information, and/or a
written reason for deviation were missing from the final
divorce decree.
Implications
There is very little information available about the
effects of the legislative child support guidelines on child
support orders in Utah.

Results of this study indicate that

there is a great need for further research on child support
orders made under the legislative guidelines on a state-wide
basis.

This study was limited to child support orders in

three urban counties.

The effect of the legislative child

support guidelines on child support orders may be very
different in other counties, particularly in rural counties
within the state.
This study was restricted to couples who were married
for ten years or longer.

Since income levels tend to

increase mid-way in the life cycle, it may be possible that
the child support orders reported in this study are
indicative of the higher income levels associated with older
couples.

Therefore, future research on child support awards

should be expanded to include divorced couples of all
marriage durations.
This study found a great deal of variation in the
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amount of child support ordered under the guidelines.
Analysis of the deviations from the legislative child
support guidelines shows a consistent pattern of ommission
of critical information from the divorce files.

In part,

this missing information may be due to the fact that data
for this research was collected just five months after
implementation of the legislative child support guidelines,
allowing little time for those using them to adjust to the
new child support laws.

Additional studies need to be

conducted in order to access the need for further education
and training of the state's judges, attorneys, and hearings
officers on use of the child support guidelines.

Due to the

large number of divorce cases that members of the legal
profession are called upon to handle--and the complexity of
many of the cases--perhaps it would be beneficial if a
checklist was developed to insure that the necessary
information was collected, available for review, and
deposited in each divorce file.
The legislative child support guidelines have not
resulted in award amounts that adequately support children.
When child support orders were compared against the poverty
guideline, USDA estimates of the cost of raising children,
and Espenshade's updated estimates of parental expenditures
on children, the mean 1990 child support order was not found
to be significantly different than the 1990 poverty
guideline, but was found to be significantly less than both
the 1990 USDA estimates and Espenshade's (1984) updated
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estimates.

Results of this study indicate that legislative

child support guidelines have not resulted in more adequate
child support orders, rather, in many cases they have
contributed to increasing rates of poverty among the state's
children.
The amount of child support ordered to be paid in 1990
by obligors may be less than 1988 orders because the
guidelines are looking for support from both parents instead
of only one.

Before standardized guidelines, the only two

factors considered in setting child support awards were the
amount of the obligor"s income and the number of children to
be supported.

Now the guidelines take into account the

income of the custodial parents as well.

Of course the

custodial parent was always contributing, however, now that
contribution is formally acknowledged in the guidelines.
One of the reasons that Utah's child support tabled
amounts are as low as they are is because they were
formulated using 1971-72 data which was based on intact,
two-parent, two-child families with one full-time and one
part-time worker.

Today it takes two full-time workers to

keep families at the same standard of living that could be
attained with one full-time worker in the past.

More recent

earning and expenditure data exist, and should be used as a
basis for the calculation of the child support values.
Child support guidelines within the state are not scheduled
to be evaluated/updated until 1992.

The effect of inflation

coupled with the evidence that current child support orders
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are falling below preguideline levels should serve as a
clear warn ing to the state's policymakers.
By combining low child support orders with the low
wages that most working women in Utah earn (on average women
in Utah earn 53% of the amount earned by men), a vivid
picture emerges of many divorced mothers and their children
living at or below pove rty level.

Large numbers of these

families are applying for and receiving public assistance-creating a drain on the state's resources and the taxpayers'
pocketbooks .

One solution to this problem is the

development of effective voc ational rehabilitation programs.
Not only has v ocational rehabilitation been proven to
economically benefit those invo lved, when properly designed
and implemented it has be e n shown to result in an increased
tax base.

Current training programs for displaced

homemakers focus on training for minimum-wage jobs resulting
in high recidivism rates.

By investing more money and time

in training, these women would be enabled to enter the
workforce at higher pay, providing a benefit to the families
involved as well as an ongoing benefit to the state's
economy.
There is a concern that non-custodial parents will not
comply with child support orders if the order amounts are
too high.

However, Chambers (1979) shows that until child

support reaches 50% of the obligor's monthly income, the
amount of child support awarded has no effect on compliance.
On average, the incomes of the non-custodial parents studied
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do not appear to be lower than the incomes of other parents
in the state.

Clearly, in many cases, higher amounts of

child support could be ordered.

Much of the burden that

currently rests on the shoulders of the state's tax payers
could be shifted to where it belongs--the parents.
In the past, the majority of the burden for support of
children has been on the custodial parent.

Following

divorce, the same amount of money or more (if one parent
increases work hours or re-enters the labor force) is
available to the families involved.

However, expenses

increase as a result of the loss of economies of scale when
one household becomes two.

In most cases there will be a

decline in the standard of living of both households, as
there will be less money available for food, clothing and
the other expenses of both separated families.

The loss of

economies of scale cannot be prevented, but what can be
prevented is a favoring of one family at the expense of the
other (Eden, 1987).

From both an equitable and economic

standpoint, the burden of raising children needs to be
apportioned equally between the two households involved.
The long-term effects of poverty on children have not
been adequately assessed.

However, from what is known, poor

children are less likely to receive adequate nutrition and
health care.

They are also less likely to complete high-

school and more likely to have children out of wedlock
(Danziger, 1990).

Undeniably, the negative consequences of

childhood poverty extend from one generation into the next.
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Utah's economic future rests on its children, yet as a
result of the adver s e conditions under which so many
children are raised, the state will never realize the full
benefits of an educated, skilled workforce.
Child support guidelines were mandated by the federal
government to accomplish two overt purposes:

1) equitable

treatment of similarly situated parties, and 2) the adequate
support of children.

By providing for adequate amounts of

child support and more rigorous enforcement it was believed
that more custodial mothers could be removed from or be
prevented from entering escalating welfare rolls.

This

study indicates that Utah's child support guidelines have
failed to meet at least two of its goals:

There is still a

great deal of variation andjor deviation from the guideline
tabled amounts, and child support orders made under the
legislative guideline tabled amounts do not adequately meet
the cost of raising children, except at the barest minimum
poverty level.

These findings lead to the following

recommendations: 1) increase the child support guideline
amounts, 2) encourage judicial compliance with the
guidelines, 3) follow up on intrastate and interstate
enforcement of child support orders under the Uniform
Reciprocal Enforcement Support Act, and 4) encourage and
facilitate training programs which can help low-income
divorced women reintegrate into the workforce.
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COURT DATA COLLECTION FORM

Case ID#
County case #
County:

Court:

Davis
Weber
SLC

3

2nd Dist
3rd Dist

Judge
Commissioner
This is:

1
2
1

2

1

2

Orig. Order
Modification

1

2

If modification:
Amt. of prior alimony ordered
# of months
Amt. of prior c.s.
Per
Per
for
for
Date of entry
Date of divorce decree
Length of marriage (Yrs.)
Plaintiff:

Husband
Wife

1
2

ordered
family
1
child
2
# children
# of months
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CUSTODY
Number of minor children: 0
D.O . B. / Age

1

2

Sex
M
F

3

4

5

6

7

Male
Female

10

M=Mother Sole
F=Father Sole
JP=Joint Physical
JLM=Joint Legal M
JLF=Joint Legal F
SM=Spli t to M
SF=Split to F
O=Other

Child 2
Child 3
Child 4
Child 5
Child 6
Child 7
Child 9
Child 10
INCOME
Father's Income

Annual:

Monthly:

Mother's Income

Annual:

Monthly:

Alimony ordered in this case: Y
N

M
F

Amount of Alimony
Duration in months

9

Custody

Child 1

Alimony awarded to:

8

104

Child support ordered in this case: Y
N

Child support awarded to :

M
F
B

Y

Child support worksheet
included in the file:

N

Worksheet used:

Sole Custody
Joint Custody
Split Custody
NC Present Family

1

2
3

4

Child support awarded to Mother:
Amount of child support per child per month
Total amount of child support
For how many children
Child support awarded to Father:
Amount of child support per child per month
Total amount of child support
For how many children
Is any rebate given for extended visitation? Y
N

Number of annual period(s) ana
visitation(s) given in this order

length

of

extended

Amount of rebate
Time period(s) rebate covers
Were provisions for child(ren's) health insurance made?

Y
N

Mother's responsibility
Father's responsibility
Responsibility of both
Other (specify)
Were there indications of responsibility
child(ren's) health insurance costs?

M

F
B
0

for

payment

of

y
N

If yes, who bears the
cost)?
Father's employer
Mother's employer
Father
Mother
Other (specify)

cost

(employee
FE
ME
F
M
0

cost,

employer

Credit on worksheet?
Credit on worksheet?
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Types of medical insurance specified:
Major Medical
MM
D
Dental
A
Accident
Other_____________________ 0
Were routine out of pocket medical expenses considered?

Y
N

Father's responsibility
Mother's responsibility
Responsibility of both

FR
MR
BR

Were extraordinary medical expenses considered?

Y
N

How much per month
For how many children
Cost to father
Cost to mother
Cost to other

Y

Were work-related day care costs considered?

N

Were these costs included
in cs worksheet calculation?

y
N

How much per child per month
For how many children
Paid by whom

11other
Father
Shared
Other

M

F

s
0

Was either party required to carry life insurance with minor
y
child(ren) named as beneficiary?
N

Was the amount specified?

y
N

Father required to carry life provided by employer FL
Mother required to carry life provided by employer ML
Both required to carry life provided by employer
BL
Other
o
Were earnings imputed to either party?

y
N

If yes, to whom were earnings imputed, how much, and why?
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Were provisions for the child(ren's)
other training made?

college education or
y

N

If so what were they?

Is this the total amount specified by the guidelines?

Y
N

?

If not, what reasons were cited in the divorce decree?
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TABLE I
UNIFORM CIIIL D SUPPORT SCHEDULE

Amounl to be Pa id --

Giv~n

the Total Number of Children

RANGE
I) -

414
563
652
742
831
920
1009
1099
1188
1277
1367
1456
1545
1634
17 24
1813
1902
1992
2081
2170
2259
2349
24)8

2527
2617
2 706
2795
2884
2974

~73

562
- 6 51
741
- 830
- 919
- 1008
- 1098
- 1187
- 1276
- 1366
- 14 ss .
- 1544
- 1633
- 17 23
- 181 2
- 1901
- . 1991
- 2080
- 2169
- 2258
- 2)48
- 24 )7
- 2 526
- 2 616
- 2705
- 2794
- 2883
- 29 7)
- 3062

25
)6
67
76
85
96
lOS
115
125
135
144
154
164
17 3
184
193
202
213
222
232
242
252
261
271
281
290
301
310
319
330

25
~~

50
57
64
71
80
87
9.\
101
109
116
12 3
130
138
14 s
152
159
167
17 4
181
188
197
20.\
211
218
226
2 3)
2~0

24 7

25
)4
40
46
51
57
63
69
75
81
87
92
98
104
110
116
122
129
133
139
14 5
151
IS 7
16 3
168
174
180
186
192
198

25
29
33
)9
4)
48
5)
57
62
68
73
77
82
87
91
97
102
106
111
116
121
126
131
I)~

14 0
14 5
ISO

156
160
16 5

25
29
29
))
36
41
46
49
54
57
62
66
70
75
78
83
87
91
95
99
104
108
11 2
116
121
124
129
133
137
14 2

25
29
29
29
))

36
40
45
47

so
54
57
62
66
69

73
76
80
8)
87
91
95
98
102
lOS

109
112
116
121
124

25
29
29
29
29
32
35
)9
41
44
48
51

ss

s7
61
64
68
71
74
77

81
84
87
90
94
97
99
103
106
110

25
29
29
29
29
29
)2
)5
37
41
4)
47
49
53

ss

59
61
64
67
70
73
76
78
82
84
88
90
94
96
99

So ur ce· Office of Recovery Services, Dcp.Jr!mcnt of Social Services, St:1 1c of
U!Jh , 3195 . South Main , SJit Lake Ci ty, UT 84115 . Revised as of September 5, 198~ .
For the most recent schedule, send ::a sclf·addrcsscd stamped envelope to: F:-emily
Resource MJnJ.gcmcnt Specialist, Utah S late Univer s ity, Log:~n, UT 84322-2949 .
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UNIFORM CHILO SUPPORT SCHEDULE
AHOUHT TO BE PAID PER CHILD

TOTAL HUMBER OF CHI LOREN
3

BANGE
3063'-31~0

31!;2-:;240
:::24l-:S::29
:;330-:S418
3419-3~7

:::;1)9-3:i97

:;:;qe-::;oeo
3687-:i77:i
3776-3864

::aoa-:;9:;4
.- :;9:;:;-4043
4()44-4132
4133-4~21

42=3-4311
4312-4400

339
:;48
::s~a

368
377
387
397

407
416
426
4~6

2:;8

203

:!6:;
27:::

209
:!l:i
2:!1

::eo
:!87
=9:;
302

:::to

:::!~7

::::3
==~9

::!;39

347
:::;4
30~

28:i

4490-4:;79

4669-47::7

494
:i04
:i14

291
297.

47:iB-484&
4847-493:;

:.;:z~

:;:;:;

=9'?

:a:;

406

320
326
332

4937-~2:;

:i43

413

:;o:u.-:;tt4

:;:;:;
::6:

421
428

:i72

436
443

~383-:471

~92

601
611
6:;:1

:;:ot-:o49
:o:1-!:7:S9

:i74o-:e2a

63(J

:a:9-:9t7

64(1

~918-6006

o:;o

6(1()8-6096
6•)97-cl8:i
6186-6274
027s-o::o::

66(1
609
679
689
69'1
708
718

o.:;o:-o•::;
64::i4-0:;42
6S43-t:.631

143.

146
1::0
l:i4

228

169
173
177
181
186
190
194
198

=~
:!37
242

207

161
l6:i
168
172
176
179

~11

183

262
268
274
279

446

:47=-::6(1

to:;

213

4:i:;
46:;

::a::

Jl:i
118

:18

::<69
376
::;94
391

:;:zo4-:i:'9~

1::
1:::::;
1:::9

:!:i6

47:i

~294-~382

112

:24

48:i

:ill~-:i203

128

244
2:;0

:;::

4:0
4:8
46:
473
48fJ
487
49~
~02

:;to

:t7
~24

:;:z
:;:::;q
~47

::;o::;
309

-~

:J::

187

:::!20

I 9f)

=~2

==a
232

247

:::;7

::~:

~61

301

:":;44
:S~c)

~67

:o:::

1~7

=:;:z

267
:::!71
276
281
286
Z.91
::96

::38

8

148
t:=;:z
1:16
160

317

44(11-4489
4~80-4668

169
174
179
184
189
194
198
203
:o8

:so:s

224

194

209

:!4:i
24q

216

2~4

£:=()

~13

2~4

262

~:!7

~60

231
23:

31(1
31~

:7~

=~a

:,a~

320

279

:::4:
246

426
431

::l2~

::!83

::;30

~97

33~

~92

116
119
1"'_,

131

1:::4
138
141
144
147
l:iO
1:14

l:i7

160
l6:S
166
170
173

::73
379
391
3q6
402
408
414
420

128

176
179
183
186
189
192
t9:
199
:02

:zo:;

Z,7()

Jl(l

tt;-0

2:::7

~a

121
12:i

:!02

:Z41

~49

:::;:

102
104
107

::o:
:o8
211
Zl:;
218
:Ul
::24

113

125

128

t:a

134
137

140
142
l4:i

148
1~1

1:54
l:i7
160
163

166
169
17:2
17::
177
180
193
186
189
192
19~

198
~01

34fJ

296

2:7

::44
349
3:4

::;r)(l

=6(1

:!27

:Z04
207

3()4
3(Jq

=:a

210

::;:;q

::0:13

264
::68
:::71

~34

212

:!::7

21:;
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UNIFORH CHILO SUPPORT SCHEDULE
AMOUNT TO BE PAID PER CHILO

TOTAL NUMBER OF CHI LOREN
3
5

RANGE
aa32-a720

728

a81t-a899
a900-o9aa
698'1-7077
707'1-71607

747

b;:::-oato

7168-7~~0

7=:i7-734~

7346-7434
7436-7~24

7~:::-7&13

7a14-7702
7707:,-7791
779::>-7881
7882-7970
7971-80~9

'·"

7~7

7b7
77b
78a
79a
aoa

at:

a:::;

a:s:
844
8~4

8b4
874

80af>-8148

aa:s

81~0-8::38

893
90::
913
92::

a239-a:::=7
83::8-841a
8417-e:o~

a:o;-a:;q:;
a~9a-8a84

8a8:1-8773
8774-88o2
8864-89:52

89:i3-9(J41
904Z-91::o
9131-9:!19

932
94::
9:i1
941
971
981
9'10

!;~4

:o:
:;oq
:i76
:i94
~91

:;99

oOo
ol::
6:21
a::e
636
643
6:i(l
6:i8

:sea

330
3::S4
:::sa

393
399

343
347

403
408

:;:;~

41=

36()

=~·

::4()

:::44
247

:?:o

=:;:s

2:6
:!60

263

218
::::1
224
::!27
23()
23:3
236

=:;q
242

417

422

364
368

427

~:!

::s:z::

oo:

4~2

376
:;at

::::o

673

~\

:)8~

3~4

:'9~

68(1

:i37

389
393
398
402

:::::e

=9:5

269

341

271

::4:

298
301

:::4'1

274
277

487
69:
70::
71<•
717

7::

7-~

:o1

437
442
447

:i43
:i48

4:il
4:;6

:5:54
:56 C..)
:566
:17:2
:578

4b1
4b4
471

327

4(16

::::

47b
481

41(J
41:1
419

300

30:<
:::o8
311
314

36::;

317

3:=i6

7:;9

:583

48:5

4=3

367

3::1

7~7

~8'1

490

427
432

371
::74
378

324

7~<4

10~8

1•)68

SJ:.

ce.;~-c;~:: :

to7a

o: t

9:17Ei-9aaa

~83

8
::7:<
:!79
282
:!86
290
::9::;
297
301
304
::SOB
312
::a a
31'1

~·z

9bb7-97~'5

'1488-9~7a

101(1
1020
10:!9
1(J39
1049

:'.09
374
378

317
:::!1
:s::a

:i13
:il9
:i2:5

97!;0-9844

931()-9398
939<;1-'1487

10()rJ

·~~

4ol
4o7
47::
478
484
490
49b

~4

266
269
272
27a
:Z79
282
28:i
:289

7a:;:
7b'l
77b
784
7'11
79<;1
ar;b

C?:~l-9~( 1 9

437
443
449

~9~

49~

bt)1

:100

4~b

b(l7

~0~

~27

::::;::o

bl3

510

a I <;I
b24

~lS

44(1
444
44<;1

=:t20

4~::

::89
:::'1:

6~0

=:;=4

4~7

:::'lo

::4a

a:::a
64:
048

~=q

Aal
4bb

~:0'1

4/()

4l)0
4t)4
4fJ7

=-~()

~:::4

18:!
'jB~

3::4
337
";40
'34~

::~::
::~b

24:
247
2:i()

=:::s
2:ib
::::;9

262
2~!i

::eo

=a=

28:5
288

:!91
294
:;:97
::soo
::;o:;
306
309
312
31S

318
:::!0
--~
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BASE COMBINED CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION
(Both Parents)
(Adjusted tor FICA, and federal and state taxes)
Combined
Adj. Gross
Income

Children

§

1

2

a

~

2l!

za

3.0

3.1

az

aa
a§

~

········~··········································

Less
than

200
2llQ

23

~

~

~

a§

~

~

aa

~

~

~

~

25Q

za

~

~

~

~

~

lli

~

§Z

§Z

fa

§S

.6l!

3.QQ

5fi

~

1§

6Q

:u
zs.

li

m

:u
za

aQ

a1

B2

~

~

~

~

a§

az

aa

ill

§S

SQ

a1

B2

~

~

!QQ

li

l1fi

az

9.6

~

.1QQ

1D.2

~

lJM

.w

10fi

!DB

1.09

11Q
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aa
az

ill

ill

ill

lll

ill

.500

B2

12l!
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lli

~

l1fi

12§

ill

12B

m

ill

~

.1QQ

ill

m

~

ill

m

ill

.w

ill

~

ill

ill

ill

ill
~
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Section 17. Section 78-45-7.15, Utah Code Annotated 1953, is enacted to read:
?B-45-7 15 f1 l Only the costs of health and dental jnsprance premjums for chjldren are
jnclydgd in the base combined child support ob!igatjon table
C2l tJnjnspred medical and dental exoenses are not jncluded jn the table The child
support order shall require ·
Cal the ctJstodial parent to pay ynjDStJred routjoe medjcal and dental exoenses jncltJding

routine offjce visits physical examinations and jmmttnjzations · and
lbl both parents to share equally all other reasonable and necessary pnjnsured rnedjcal
and dental expense s

(3 )fa) If health insurance js ayai!ab!e to both parents at a reasonable cost and the children
would gain more complete coyerage by doing sp both parents shall

be grdered to maintain

jnsurance for the dependent chjldren
Cb) If jnsurance js not ayai!able to both parents at a reasonable cost or jf no adyantage
to the chjldren's coverage woqld result fhe parent whp can pbtain the most fayorable coverage
shall be ordered to maintain that insurance

Sectiqn 18 Sectiqn 78-45-7 16 Utah Cqde Annqtated 1953 js enacted
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